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Overview

1. Annual Report Overview
For the period 01 April 2007 to 31 March 2008
This annual report of the Media Development and Diversity Agency (MDDA) describes and details the activities of the Agency for the
period 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008.

This report has been prepared for submission to the Executive Authority and the Parliament of South Africa in line with the requirements
of the Public Finance Management Act (No 1 of 1999) and the MDDA Act (No 14 of 2002).

VISION

Our Approach to Grant Funding
in pursuit of the Agency mandate

“Each and every South African citizen
How

should have access to a choice of a

•

Grant funding – provision of subsidies – both to
individual media projects and to create an enabling

range of diverse media.”

environment for the development of a diverse media
•

assistance

MISSION
“The MDDA is a development agency

Leveraging resources and support through technical

•

Conducting and funding research

•

Facilitating capacity building

•

Advocating for media

that will assist in building an environment
where a diverse, vibrant and creative
media flourishes and reflects the needs
of all South Africans.”
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Who
•

Historically disadvantaged communities

•

Historically diminished language and cultural groups

•

Inadequately served communities

Value Statement

2. Value Statement
In fulfilling its mission the MDDA is committed to uphold the following values and their meaning:

INTEGRITY

CARING

We are honest, reliable, fair, accountable and responsible
for our actions.

We are tolerant, courteous and respectful to our staff
and clients alike.

PROFESSIONALISM

COMMITMENT

We are efficient, effective, service delivery orientated,
punctual, performance driven and work collectively.

We are passionate, go the extra mile, responsive, have a
strong work ethic, consistent and accessible.

TRANSPARENCY
We are honest, reliable, fair, accountable and responsible
for our actions.

Executive Management: Lumko Mtimde (CEO), Jayshree Pather (Project Director) & Mbuyiseni Jafta (CFO)
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3. Chairperson’s
Statement
and Foreword
Ms Gugu Msibi
Firstly, as I present this Annual Report of the Media
Development and Diversity Agency on behalf
of the Board with great pleasure, I would like to
immediately thank the outgoing Chairperson, Ms
Khanyi Mkhonza. This is based on my first three
months as the Chairperson of the MDDA and
therefore, most of the credit goes to the Board as
led by Ms Mkhonza and the management team led
by Mr. Lumko Mtimde, the Chief Executive Officer.

Ms Gugu Msibi

I am humbled by this responsibility bestowed upon me and the fellow new Board members by the President of the Republic (President
Mbeki) and the Parliament. I hope with the support of the fellow Board members, the CEO (Lumko Mtimde) with his team, the media
and broadcasting industry (at large), we will succeed. It is even more comforting that we inherit a well managed organ of state with
a history of unqualified audit reports.

We appreciate the success story of the Agency this far, guided by the leadership of Ms Mkonza and Mr. Lumko Mtimde. For a body
which started operating from January 2004, to have managed to provide support to close to more than 172 different projects, with
approximately more than R57.5m in grants, the 49 bursaries provided to different radio and print media practitioners, the mentorship
and training provided, the research work done, all in pursuit of delivering on its mandate to facilitate media development and diversity
in South Africa, is by any standards a success story.
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Matters of Governance
Also, the continuous record of clean unqualified Annual Reports is an indication of the great leadership this Agency has had. The
transition from Ms Libby Lloyd (the former and founding CEO) to Mr. Lumko Mtimde (the current CEO) has been smooth and Mr.
Mtimde has taken the Agency to even greater heights (as is illustrated by the Annual Report 2006/7 and the figures I mentioned
above) whilst keeping to the principles of good corporate governance and prudent management. This is applauded by Government,
the funding partners, the public and surely by all beneficiaries. It should be comforting to all those who support this Agency financially
and lays a good foundation for more support for the Agency.

The Board has been a collective as reported by Ms Mkhonza at her farewell speech presented at the Liberty Conference Centre, 06
December 2007. It has functioned well, provided leadership and guidance to the management team. The Board developed a three
year strategic plan 2007-10, which (as the new Board) we reviewed, revised and developed a 2008-11 strategic and business plan
for the Agency.

Item 10 of the report of the Auditor General to Parliament on the financial statements and performance information for the year ending
March 2008 attest to the good governance record of the Agency. All Board Committees are functional, the Audit Committee fulfilled
its responsibilities for the year as set out in section 77 of the PFMA and Treasury Regulations. I must indeed extend my thanks to Ms
Zodwa Manase, who chairs the Audit Committee and has led it with distinction.

Funding for the Agency
MDDA receives its funding from the government through the Presidency and GCIS, as well as from major commercial media entities,
like Caxton (Pty) Ltd, Independent Newspaper Group, Johncom (now called AVUSA), Kagiso Media, Media 24, Midi Pty Ltd (etv), MNet, PRIMEDIA Pty Ltd and the SABC. We hope to renew the funding agreements signed in 2003/4. In respect of the Broadcasting
Service Licensees, we hope to renew funding agreements and align these with the regulations to be prescribed by ICASA in terms of
Sections 4, 89 and 95 of the Electronic Communications Act of 2005. This is of course with the hope that the regulations will prescribe
contributions of 0.2% of the annual turnover by Broadcasting Service Licensees. This will go a long way in strengthening the work of
the MDDA and similarly we hope the Print Media will consider similar funding contributions or to increase their contributions as they
renew their agreements with the Agency.
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Why support the MDDA
The Agency’s work gives meaning and effect to the
Constitution Act No. 108 of 1996 of South Africa, which
provides for the freedom of expression and access
to information, in its Section 16 and 32. The Media
Development and Diversity Agency was established
by legislation (the MDDA Act No 14 of 2002) to create
an enabling environment for the development of media
development and diversity in South Africa (including radio,
television, newspapers, magazines and new media). In
The Honourable Minister Essop Pahad and Ms Gugu Msibi

the main, it was established to help create an enabling
environment for media development and diversity that is conducive to public discourse and which reflects the needs and aspirations of
South Africans. The success rate of the Agency speaks for itself and therefore, I hope the funders will continue supporting the MDDA
in order to further its objective to enrich the South African media landscape, especially reaching into the previously marginalised
regions.

The way forward
We join the four old Board members and look forward to their wisdom as we begin the task ahead of us. We take stock of the work
done this far and will set our sights on delivery on the strategic plan for the three years starting from April 2008 until March 2011. We
look forward to strengthening our relationship and working together towards ensuring that each and every South African citizen has
access to a choice of a diverse range of media.

We hope that the newly licensed broadcasting services (Telkom Media, Multichoice Africa, On Digital Media, E-Sat, Walking on Water
TV, Capricorn FM, M-Power Radio and Radio North West) and other media groups will join our hands in assisting the building of an
environment where a diverse, vibrant and creative media flourishes and reflects the needs of all South Africans.

We commit to maintaining and improving the high standards set by our predecessors. As the Board we commit to cooperating with

10
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and supporting the management; history has taught us how such an approach ensure compliance and success of running any
business.

I thank also the outgoing Board members, the current Board, the Chief Executive Officer and his Management team and staff for their
support, dedication and hard work in service of the public.

Gugu Msibi
Chairperson
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4. Chief Executive Officer’s Executive
Summary and Overview
Lumko Mtimde
“This team and others that I have not mentioned have
capacitated us a lot; and we certainly believe that our
empowerment will contribute positively to the growing
community media industry of our country and especially in
our province. We are empowered and committed to build
effectively administered and sustainable community radio
stations.” – Happy Bongoza (a beneficiary from Inkonjane
FM, Eastern Cape, speech at the Radio Station Management
Learnership Certification Ceremony / Graduation Day, 11
July 2008, (Red Location Museum) Nelson Mandela Metro.
Lumko Mtimde

At its first sitting of the year in March 2007, the MDDA Board approved R 5,684,515 worth of support to another seven projects.
Included in the list was further support for one project previously supported, as well as funding to a Training Programme to facilitate
access to media training for MDDA projects. The stock taking of the work done in the period under review, prompted by this milestone,
showed the improvements with regard to the quality of work submitted by the team to the Board.

That same commitment and hard work of staff at the MDDA has seen funding approvals amounting to approximately R57.5m since
January 2004, which has increased the number of beneficiary projects to over 172, as at March 2008. MDDA has also provided 49
bursaries to different radio and print media delegates. The recipients of grants go back to their communities and create platforms for
the community to voice their social and economic needs and help find the solutions.

These achievements feed right into the MDDA’s mandate, as it was established through an act of Parliament to create an enabling

12
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environment for media development and diversity in South Africa, where a diverse, vibrant and creative media flourishes and reflects
the needs of all South Africans.

The interventions of the Agency are meant to bring continuous communication and information amongst all citizens of South Africa at
their different levels, which is the cornerstone of empowerment, transformation and development for all citizens.

In formerly marginalised communities, where the impact of MDDA interventions are felt most, the fruits of the tireless work of our staff
can be seen as the same communities take charge of their communication and make it work for them. When formerly marginalised
communities get the right support, transformation and development take centre stage, and this immediately enhances the quality of
life in that particular community. This form of social interaction, brought about by funding and the tools of support that MDDA enables,
empowers people to take control of their personal lives, shape their future as they see fit, with the help of the mediums they have
access to, and they completely transform their communities.

Community radio stations are experiencing revolutionary growth at the moment. In South Africa, radio broadcasting (community
radio in particular) is viewed as one of the most viable mediums and mechanisms, resource or support structure that can provide
both formal and informal education, which will build an informed society and help narrow and, hopefully, eradicate information and
technological gaps between the rural and urban community, the haves and the have-nots, the advantaged and disadvantaged. The
historical philosophy of community radio is to use this medium as the voice of the voiceless, the mouthpiece of oppressed people (be
it on racial, gender, or class grounds) and generally as a tool for development.

The radio broadcasting environment has opened up significantly and radio listening trends inform us of formerly marginalised
communities that are exercising their right to communication in a medium and language of their choice. In the year under review, the
Agency has increased its support for print media in historically disadvantaged communities.

Included in the MDDA’s objectives, the Agency is required to promote development and diversity in the South African media throughout
the country, consistent with the right to freedom of expression as entrenched in section 16 (1) of the Constitution, in particular,
freedom of the press and other media; and freedom to receive and impart information or ideas.
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Further, the MDDA Act provides that the Agency encourages ownership and control of, and access to, media by historically
disadvantaged communities as well as by historically diminished indigenous language and cultural groups; and supports initiatives
which promote literacy and the culture of reading.

Opportunities for the growth of the community and small commercial media
The MDDA’s Strategic Planning document 2007 – 2010 outlines the legislative and environmental context within which the MDDA
is placed, the programmes and focus areas for the MDDA for the aforementioned years. Media literacy and culture of learning has
emerged as one of the priorities for the MDDA. In the year under review, the Agency started engaging with strategic partners in order
to embark on literacy assemblies/summits, as set out in Section 3 (b) (v) of the Act. The MDDA has a responsibility with regard to
the promotion of literacy and the culture of reading. In addition to that, Section 3 (b) further requires the MDDA to support historically
diminished language and cultural groups and inadequately served communities. The literacy assemblies/summits, therefore is an
attempt by the MDDA to introduce a culture of reading among pupils in the schools, promote a debate, to promote media awareness
and dialogue on media for learners, and also look at possibilities of including this in the school’s life orientation subjects. This project
will take further shape in the year 2008/9.

A successful roundtable was held with the broadcast service licensees on the 22nd October 2007, where broadcasters expressed their
preference to continue the relationship with MDDA in the short to medium term. The roundtable further enhanced the preparations
for submissions to ICASA. ICASA conducted public hearings in March 2008. The Agency held several engagements with ICASA
and USAASA , to discuss our respective submission in respect of the draft regulation prior to the hearings which took place on
12th – 14th March 2008. The regulator had proposed that the new regulations will be effective from the 01st July 2008 and that the
Broadcasting Service Licensees contribute 0.2% of the annual turnover of the licensed activities. The Agency is planning to negotiate
with Broadcast Service Licensees as soon as the Regulation is published, that:
•

contributions of 0.2% (in full) be made directly to the MDDA by Broadcast Service Licensees

•

the basis of the Regulation inform the renewal of the funding agreements with the Agency

With respect to print media, the Agency has been in consultation with the Print Media Association of S.A. (PMSA), regarding the print
sector’s involvement and the renewal of the funding agreement. The aim of these engagements included ensuring that the print media
1
2

21 January 2008
Closing date for the submissions was 29 October 2007
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Lumko Mtimde, Mazibuko Jara, Councillor Brenda Ntombela, Khanyi Mkhonza and Councillor Robert Nkuna
at the Community Television Workshop held in Durban, 2 - 4 April 2007

sector benefits on a scale comparable to that which prevails in the broadcast media sector in view of the Electronic Communications
Act of 2005. These discussions are ongoing and a roundtable with the print media sector is planned for the financial year 2008/9.
Partnerships have been developed with amongst others, the Department of Provincial and Local Government including working
together towards the multi-lingualism conference to be held in June 2008 and encouraging a better relationship between local and
provincial government and the community and small commercial media sector. Similarly a partnership has been developed with the
Department of Communications for the Agency to manage the community radio programme production project. A Memorandum of
Understanding will be signed in the year 2008/9 aimed at providing capacity building and training, and programme production support
to the community radio sector.

Organisationally and Governance
As required by the PFMA and Section 15 (3) of the MDDA Act, this report has been audited by the Auditor General. The report will
be submitted to the Minister (Executive Authority) in terms of the PFMA and presented in Parliament. The Minister in the Presidency
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is the executive Authority and the Board is the Accounting Authority of the MDDA, in terms of the PFMA Act. Accordingly, the Chief
Executive Officer acts as the Accounting Officer.

The Agency operates within a broad legislative framework including the MDDA Act itself, the Constitution Act, the Public Finance
management Act, the Electronic Communications Act, the ICASA Act, the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, the Promotion of
Access of Information Act, the Skills Development Act, the Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment Act and the Labour Relations
Act, amongst others.

The MDDA Board continues to provide leadership and strategic direction to the Agency. The Agency complies with all reporting
requirements and has a clean, unqualified audit report as outlined in the attached Auditor General’s report; further it complies with
relevant legislative requirements.

Performance Information (Operational Plan 2008/9) is reported at each Board meeting as is required in terms of Treasury Regulations
and Section 55 (2) (a) of the PFMA; which provides that objectives are measurable and aligned to the Budget. This assists the
Accounting Authority (the Board) in its additional responsibility to ensure that the annual report and audited financial statements
fairly presents the performance against predetermined objectives of the Agency and good corporate governance. This exercise has
added value to the Agency in terms of providing an ongoing oversight on the implementation of its plan. This ensures that the Agency
complies with the requirements of Auditor General’s audit finding in terms of Section 20(2) (c) of the Public Audits Act No. 25 of 2004
on the reported information relating to performance against predetermined objectives.

Mandate in terms of the MDDA Act
The Agency continues to deliver on its mandate as outlined in the objectives of the Act. The number of supported projects in historically
disadvantaged communities have increased. The Agency measures its impact per district municipality. The Systems Approach (an
independent consultant appointed to evaluate the work of the Agency) in its report concluded that, “The MDDA is respected by its
recipients especially its developmental approach to assessing potential beneficiaries.” (31 March 2008) The report further says, “ The
MDDA grant cycle ensures that all applicants and beneficiaries fulfill the overall objectives of the organisation.”

16
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Source : Milk Brown Reid Consulting, MDDA Stakeholder Analysis Report, 31 March 2008

As per the Agency’s strategic focus outlined in its Strategic Plan 2007-10, the MDDA supported projects from historically disadvantaged
communities, which are deprived of access to information that can assist them to participate actively in socio-economic improvement
and democratic processes of the country.

Milestones to date including the year under review
Through the guidance of the MDDA Board, the dedication of management and staff, and the adherence to King 2 Commission
principles of Governance as well as the dictates of the Public Finance and Management Act, the MDDA can highlight the following
achievements in the pursuit of its mandate in the financial year 2007/08:
•

Engagement with Broadcasting Service Licensees regarding the ECA and the forthcoming review of the funding agreements,
roundtable held on the 22nd October 2007

•

Ongoing discussions with Print Media Association of SA (PMSA) regarding the forthcoming review of the funding agreements

•

Increase in Government funding, with R9m for the MTEF 2008/11 over and above the R2m increase in 2007/8.

•

The spending of approximately R57.5m in grants for 172 media projects cumulatively as at March 2008.

•

In the year under review 2007/8, 36 projects were supported with more than R13m in grants approved for disbursements.
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•

The provision of bursaries to 49 different radio and print managers as at March 2008.

•

The evaluation of MDDA organisationally after 4 years of operation, report from Systems Approach, 31 March 2008.

•

The consistent receipt of clean, unqualified Audited Financial Statements.

•

The development of capacity in areas such as Monitoring and Evaluation, Project Management, Records Management and
Financial Management.

•

The development of a database of grassroots publications in partnership with AIPSA.

•

Completed research into challenges facing community and small commercial media sector. The following reports are available
on the website:
º Out in the media? Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices of the Media towards Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and 		
Intersex Issues and Stories
º Issues and Stories – Gay and Lesbian Archives (GALA).
º Grassroots Advertising Procurement Feasibility Study – Association of Independent Publishers (AIP).
º Research into Indigenous Language Newspapers – Harambe Concepts.
º Revealing Race: A Study on the Representation of Race and Racism in the Media – Media Monitoring Project.
º Research into the Development of SMME TV, an IPTV and Social Media Platform for Small, Medium and Macro Enterprises.

•

Maintaining good relations with stakeholders – funders, parliament, the Presidency, DoC, GCIS, ICASA, USAASA, NCRF,
PMSA, AIPSA, beneficiaries and research institutions.

•

The growth of demand for MDDA support and as such growth in the demand for increased funding for MDDA, i.e. Parliament,
the Ruling Party etc.

•

Reaching our disbursement targets within time and fully spending the allocated budget for projects in the financial year

•

Putting MDDA on the public agenda – SABC Radio interviews (all African language stations – targeting secondary markets),
Annual Report launch, SABC TV News Coverage, City Press, The Media Magazine, Leadership Magazine, CEO magazine,
Gauteng Companies, BizCommunity, CNBC Africa, Alfred Nzo Community Radio, etc.

There is also research being undertaken and hopefully to be completed in the next financial year, viz:
•

Revealing Race: A study on the Representation of Race and Racism in the Media - Media Monitoring Project.

•

Research into the Development of SMME TV, an IPTV and Social Media Platform for Small, Medium and Macro Enterprises.

18
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Challenges
The major challenges that are faced by the MDDA include; the limited funding that it has, including the 2009 expiry of the existing
agreements, the regulatory framework that governs the MDDA in terms of the regulations requiring Tax certificates and audited
financials from groups that are in their formative stages, the generally disempowering environment in print media (in respect of
printing and distribution), the lack of skills amongst the socio-economic groups that are targeted by the MDDA, the limited broadcast
frequency (more so for television) and the limited exposure of the small commercial and community media to advertising revenues
and marketing skills.

A number of disadvantaged communities still do not have the same access to media as the other communities in the “first economy”.
Acceptably, there is a notable range of media products in the market but there remains limited choice for the majority of South
Africans given the language limitations. In particular, indigenous languages still do not feature significantly in the print media and
television sector. Further, MDDA support will remain needed on an ongoing basis in poverty-stricken areas, due to the economic
realities in those areas. This raises the question of sustainability of the projects and the need for MDDA intervention to be supported
on an ongoing basis.

Lastly, the Agency still faces the challenge of ensuring that funding is properly used by projects, assessing the impact of the Agency’s
interventions countrywide against the
national priorities and the MDDA Act.
Accordingly, the Agency has revised its
structure and re-enforced its monitoring
and

evaluation

capacity,

and

the

administration of the programmes team.

Operationally
A risk exists that the Agency may not
have

sufficient

and

skilled

human

Dan Moyane (Primedia), Mashilo Boloka, Kanyi Mkhonza, Tony Trew, Lumko Mtimde, Phumelele NtombelaNzimande (SABC), Khwezi Mtengenya (Multichoice), Mazibuko Jara, Mike Siluma (Kagiso Media)
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resources and progressive policies and systems that are sufficiently motivating to encourage effective performance and retain staff.
In response to this risk, management is committed to undertake regular organisational climate surveys and to commit to a regular
staff development program and the review of policies and systems to facilitate and improve performance in the organisation. In this
regard the Board has approved the revision of all organisational policies such as the HR Policies, the Remuneration Policy, Facilities
Management and IT policies and others.

The Agency has grown its staff in order to respond to the growing work of the Agency, growth of the targeted sector and the demand
for more support from the Agency. As all systems expand and deepen, it puts pressure on the critical need to build capacity and
professionalism.

Conclusion
The work described in this report has been made possible by the tireless dedication, passion, commitment and contributions of the
Agency management and staff, the support of the funding partners, the co-operation of the social partners (including the representative
bodies of the targeted sector, like the National Community Radio Forum (NCRF), Association of Independent Publishers (AIP),
National Association of Broadcaster (NAB), Print Media Association of South Africa (PMSA) and other Government Departments
(in particular, DPLG, DoC, DEAT, etc.). All of this is much appreciated, NINGADINWA NANGOMSO. Together we hope to make
MDDA the leading Agency of change in the media, through supporting and promoting media development and diversity in South
Africa. We have also benefited from the support and leadership received from the Board, GCIS CEO, Minister in the Presidency and
Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Communications. Our work would not have been possible without them, and I have pleasure
in presenting this Annual Report to the Board, and invite them to present it to the Minister in the Presidency who in turn will table it
in Parliament.

Thank you all for your support.

Mr. Lumko Mtimde
Chief Executive Officer

20
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Above: Mr Lumko Mtimde, MDDA CEO & Mr Ashoek Adhikari, Media 24 General Manager: Legal Services
Below: Mr Lumko Mtimde, MDDA CEO, Mr Mzimkhulu Malunga, BDFM Managing Director & Ms Libby Lloyd, former MDDA CEO
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5. Strategic Objectives
The overall strategic objective of the MDDA strategic focus for the period 2007-2008 as informed by the vision and mandate of the MDDA;

“To ensure that all citizens can access information in a language of their choice and to
transform media access, ownership and control patterns in South Africa”

The purpose of the MDDA in the three years (2007-10) is to continue to:

“Strengthen the sector through the provision and leveraging of resources, knowledge and
skills in pursuit of promoting media development and diversity”

In pursuit of the purpose statement the MDDA focused its efforts in the following strategic areas, hereafter reffered to as Key Result Areas:
1.

Advocacy for media development and diversity

2.

Fundraising and resource mobilisation for the sector

3.

Communication and public awareness

4.

Stakeholder management

5.

Grant funding for community and small commercial media, and seed funding support for the newly licensed community radio
stations in the development nodal areas

6.

Capacity building interventions for beneficiary organisations and communities including mentorship

7.

Research and knowledge management

8.

Media literacy and the promotion of the culture of reading

The above priorities were determined by the Agency within the constraint of its resources, both human and financial, taking into
account (amongst others) the potential increase in its capacity in the three-year period ahead.

The strategic approach of the Agency remained to find synergies, involve MDDA supported projects in the respective provinces and
to the extent possibly dovetail with other activities.
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“To ensure
that all
citizens
can access
information
in a language
of their
choice and
to transform
media access,
ownership
and
control patterns
in South Africa”
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6. Performance Against Objectives
Below is the Performance Information Reporting as is required in terms of Treasury Regulations and Section 55 (2) (a) of the
PFMA; accordingly the objectives are measurable and aligned to the Budget. This assists the Accounting Authority (the Board) in
its additional responsibility to ensure that the annual report and audited financial statements fairly present the performance against
predetermined objectives of the Agency.

The report ensures that the Agency further complies with the requirements in terms of Section 20(2) (c) of the Public Audits Act No.
25 of 2004 on the reported information relating to performance against predetermined objectives.

6.1 KEY RESULT AREA 1: ADVOCACY
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: To contribute towards improving the operating environment
of the community and small commercial media sector

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Prepare

Contribute

submissions

1 Submission

No submission

1 Submission made

to the

made to

was made to

to ICASA

and position

creation of

ICASA

ICASA in the

papers to

an enabling

previous

ICASA for

regulatory

financial year

the review of

environment

regulations
governing the
Community
Broadcasting
sector.

1

1

BUDGET

ACTUAL

VARIANCE
&
REASONS

2 Submissions
made to
ICASA
- on the
licensing
framework
(Notice 349
of 2007), May
2007.

0

1

- on the draft
regulations
on Section 89
of the ECA
(Notice 1149
of 2007),
October 2007.

Part of the day to day operational budget
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

2

ACTUAL

Regulatory

No submission

Draft Regulation

Draft

changes

was made

amended

Regulations

accepted and

to ICASA in

were

effected by

the previous

amended

ICASA

financial year

in view of

BUDGET
VARIANCE &
REASONS

0

2

submissions
including
MDDA’s.
Hearings on
Licensing
Framework
held on the
2nd October
2007 and
further
Hearings
on the ECA
were held
on the 12th
– 14th March
2008.
The
Regulation
is expected
from ICASA
any time

2

Prepare

Contribute to

Changes/

No changes or

Draft amendments

No amend-

The Agency is

submissions to

the creation

1

amendments

amendments

submitted to the

ments were

waiting to make

the Minister in

of an enabling

in the MDDA

were submitted

Minister

submitted

comprehensive

the Presidency

Legislative

Act’s

in the previous

amendments

regarding

Environment

financial year

once the ECA

MDDA Act’s

Section 89

possible

Regulation is

amendments

published.

Ibid
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Prepare
submissions to
the Minister in
the Presidency
regarding
MDDA Act
possible
amendments.

Contribute to

Lobby
advertising
and marketing
industry
through
roundtable
discussion and
MAC Charter
Council

Contribute to

1

ACTUAL

BUDGET
VARIANCE &
REASONS

Changes/

No changes or

Draft amendments

No amend-

The Agency is

the creation

amendments

amendments

submitted to the

ments were

waiting to make

of an enabling

in the MDDA

were submitted

Minister

submitted

comprehensive

Legislative

Act

in the previous

amendments

financial year

once the ECA

Environment

3

Section 89
Regulation is
published.
5 % or Rand

Community

5 % increase

the creation

increase in

Radio advert

in advertising

of an enabling

advertising

spend in 2005

revenue for small

advertising

revenue

– R19m of

commercial and

and marketing

for small

R2bn; 042%

community media

environment

commercial

of R10 billion

for the

and

(Motswako

development

community

Media)

of community

media

and small
commercial
media

1

Community
Radio advert
spend
in 2006
– 0.55% of
R15 billion
(Motswako
Media)

0

R113,000

Community
Radio advert
spend
in 2007
– 0.59% of
R18 billion
(Motswako
Media)
Advertising
and
Marketing
Roundtable
was held on
the 17th April
2007
Marketing
And Communications
Charter
finalised and
submitted to
the Minister.
MDDA Board
signed the
MAC
Charter.

3

Ibid
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Organise

Contribute to

campaigns
to create a

1

ACTUAL

2 partnerships

1 partnership

2 partnerships

2 partner-

the creation

between

with MediaShop

between industry

ships

of an enabling

industry

in 2005/6

bodies (like AIPSA,

between

competitive

advertising

bodies (like

AMASA) in place

AIPSA and

environment

and marketing

AIPSA,

PRIMEDIA

for the small

environment

AMASA) in

Broadcasting

commercial

for the

place

in place

media industry

development
of community

MDDA

and small

attended

commercial

AIPSA

media

conference,
Sept. 2007.
PRIMEDIA
Broadcasting
provided advertising and
marketing
basic training to MDDA
beneficiaries
in April 2007.
AMASA
committed to
a partnership at the
advertising
workshop.

4

Part of the day to day operational budget
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0
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Performance Against Objectives

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

2

1 Provincial

Support was

1 Provincial hub

hub in place

provided to

in place providing

providing

the Eastern

printing and

printing and

Cape provincial

distribution facilities

distribution

hub – through

for community and

facilities for

exchange

small commercial

community

programmes for

media

and small

community radio

commercial

stations

BUDGET

ACTUAL

VARIANCE &
REASONS

A Provincial
hub initiative
in the
Western
Cape is
being
established.

The process to

R 93,000

establish the
hub is ongoing.

Media
groups met

media

on the 18
and 19 Sept
2007 and
plans are in
place to set
a Section
21 company
that will
govern and
own the hub.
Eastern
Cape Hub is
developing.

2

3

5
6

An agreement
with SAPO
to use their
database
network to
distribute
community
and small
commercial
newspapers

No such

An agreement with

Discussions

An agreement

agreement

SAPO to use their

are ongoing

has not yet

exists

database network

with SAPO in

been concluded

to distribute

this regard.

but consultation

% of
discounted
rates provided
to community
and small
commercial
newspapers
for printing
and
distribution

No baseline

5 % discounts

Some

data exist

provided to

beneficiaries

community and

received

small commercial

discounted

newspapers

rates in

for printing and

printing

distribution

costs.

community and

5

is in progress.

small commercial
newspapers

0

6

Ibid
Ibid
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6.2 KEY RESULT AREA 2: FUNDRAISING AND RESOURCE MOBILISATION
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: To increase the funding and resource base
of the MDDA and its beneficiaries

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

1

ACTUAL

Develop a

To mobilise

Fund

R 2 million

Fund development

Fund Devel-

comprehen-

resources

development

increase from

plan in place

opment Plan

sive fund

for the

plan in place

GCIS in 2007-

development

community

plan for the

and small

MDDA Fund

MDDA

commercial

from Govern-

media sector

ment / GCIS

is in place.

2008

increased by
R9m for the
MTEF 200811.
DoC has committed R20m
for community
radio support
for 2008/9
through an
MoU for 3
years.
ICASA about
to publish
regulations
in terms of
the ECA
which will see
MDDA income
increase.
The Board
approved
further fundraising efforts
internationally
as a priority.

7

Part of the day to day operational budget
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Performance Against Objectives

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

2

ACTUAL

An MoU with

ECA of 2005

An MoU with

Draft MOU

USAASA and

effective from

USAASA and the

with USAASA

the Section

July 2006

Section 89 of ECA

circulating for

89 of ECA

Regulation by ICASA

discussion.

Regulation

in place

by ICASA in

The draft

place

has been

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

R 100,000

approved by
the Board in
principle and
awaits ICASA
Regulations
for
finalisation.
Joint
workshop
was held with
USAASA in
August 2007.
Draft
regulations by
ICASA were
published and
MDDA made
submissions
accordingly.
MDDA held
a roundtable
with
Broadcasting
Service
Licensees
on the 22nd
October 2007
and current
broadcast
funders in this
regard.
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6.3 KEY RESULT AREA 3: COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC AWARENESS
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: To enhance and position the MDDA
as a leader in media development and diversity sector

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Conduct

To create

an MDDA
perception

1

ACTUAL

Perception

No perception

Perception survey in

Perception

a public

survey in

survey was

place

Survey Report

awareness

place

conducted

produced,

before.

which has

survey

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

R 100,0008

0

R 200,0009

informed the
ComStrat and
Branding.
Develop

To improve

% change

Baseline not

5 % change in image

an MDDA

the Agency

1

in image of

established yet

of MDDA

branding and

commu-

MDDA

communica-

nications

tion strategy

and public

and plan

awareness

Perception
Survey Report
produced,
which has
informed the
ComStrat and
Branding.
Corporate
Identity
Manual
developed.
Perception
survey
indicates
increased
change
in image
of MDDA.
18 of 30
stakeholders
interviewed
felt MDDA
is achieving
its mandate
and 24 of 30
stakeholders
interviewed
felt MDDA
is partially
achieving its
mandate.

8
9

Part of the day to day operational budget
Ibid
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

2

% increase

Baseline not

10% increase in

in awareness

established yet

awareness of MDDA

of MDDA by

by targeted

targeted

communities

communities

ACTUAL

Perception
survey
indicates
increased
awareness
of MDDA.
15 of 25
stakeholders
interviewed
were satisfied
with communication with
the Agency
and aware of
Agency
activities.

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

10

0

11

Increased
MDDA coverage on television (SABC
and CNBC),
15 SABC
Radio stations
(second
economy
focus),
newspapers
(City Press,
Citizen, BizCommunity,
IT Web, Cape
Times, Sunday Times,
The Media,
etc.)
3

10% increase

61 applications

10% increase in

114

in number of

received in

number of applica-

applications

applications

2006/7 to the

tions received by

received in

received by

value of R67

MDDA

2007/8 to the

MDDA

126 597.84

value of R139

(R67m)

686 691.22
(R140m)
which is more
than 60%
increase.

10
11

Ibid
Ibid
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

4

ACTUAL

2 newsletters

No baseline

2 newsletters pub-

2 online

published

established yet.

lished

newsletters

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

12

0

R 150,000

published
and circulated
as reports
to the print
and broadcast media
funders.

Conduct semi-

To improve

nars through-

the Agency

1

1 provincial

No baseline

1 provincial seminar

Attended

seminar

established yet.

(Limpopo)

seminars

out different

commu-

convened

provinces and

nications

by GCIS

other similar

and public

(Limpopo,

initiatives,

awareness

Mpumalanga,

aimed at

Eastern

engaging

Cape), Youth

the public

Commission

regarding the

(Limpopo)

state of media

and DoC (in 9

development

provinces).

and diversity in
the country.

Plan exists
for a seminar
to be jointly
hosted with
SABC and
PMSA in the
year 2008/9
on ownership
and control of
media.

12

Ibid
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6.4 KEY RESULT AREA 4: STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: To strengthen relations with MDDA
contractual and non-contractual stakeholders
		

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

Develop a

To manage

stakeholder

stakeholders

KPI
NO:

1

management

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

ACTUAL

VARIANCE
&
REASONS

Stakeholder
Management
plan is in
place in ad
hoc form.

0

13

More than
10 meetings
held.

0

14

Concept
paper being
refined and
a study
is being
conducted to
reflect current trends
of ownership
and control.
Further
consultation
with
stakeholders is in
progress.

R 100,000

Stakeholder

No baseline

Stakeholder Manage-

Management

established yet.

ment plan in place

10

More than 10

10 stakeholder

stakeholder

meetings were

meetings held

meetings held

held with stake-

plan in place

plan

Conduct

To manage

stakeholder

stakeholders

1

meetings

holders

Develop

To manage

partnerships

stakeholders

1

Meeting held
with PMSA
(x2), DoC
(x3), GCIS
(x3), ABC
Ulwazi (x1),
ICASA (x3),
USAASA (x4),
Wits University (x1),
Kagiso Media
(x1), e-tv (x1),
MAPPSETA
(x2), NEMISA, NCRF,
SABC.

1 joint initia-

1 joint venture

1 joint initiative in me-

Partnership

tive in media

with Sol Plaatje

dia development and

established

with academic

development

Media Leader-

diversity undertaken

on the analy-

institutions and

and diversity

ship Institute

with stakeholders

sis of trends

SABC

undertaken

on media

with stake-

ownership

holders

and control
under discussion with
SABC and
PMSA.

13
14

BUDGET

Part of the day to day operational budget
Ibid
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

2

No. of skills

6 bursaries to

18 people trained in

and experi-

6 projects in

5 media and broad-

ences that

Essentials of

casting skill areas

have been

Newspaper

exchanged in

Management

the sector

provided in

ACTUAL

30 people
trained.

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

R 1.9 m

0

15

0

16

5 bursaries
trained in
Essentials
for Broadcast
Management
at Rhodes
University, 3
trained in Ra-

2006/7

dio Production learnership through
MAPPSETA.
Financial
management training
involving 22
people held
in the Eastern
Cape, 27 – 28
March 2008.
Develop part-

To manage

nership with

stakeholders

1

MoU with US-

3 meetings with

MoU with USAASA

Draft MOU

AASA signed

Chairperson

signed

with USAASA

USAASA

and CEO held in

approved in

2006/7

principle and
is now subject
to the ICASA
Regulation
prior to its
final approval.

Develop and
set up forums/
summit with
advertising
companies to
promote small
commercial
and community media

15
16

To manage
stakeholders

1

% increase

Community

5 % increase in

Community

in advertising

Radio advert

advertising revenue

Radio advert

revenues for

spend in 2005

for small commer-

spend in 2006

small com-

– 0.42% of R10

cial and community

– 0.55% of

mercial and

billion (Motswa-

media

R15 billion

community

ko Media)

media

Ibid
Ibid
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

ACTUAL

Community

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

Radio advert
spend in 2007
– 0.59% of
R18 billion
(Motswako
Media)
Advertising
and Marketing
Roundtable
held on the
17th April
2007.
Develop a

1

Contacts

PTS revised

Contacts database

Database

contacts

database

and aligned to

through Project

being

database

through

MDDA business

Tracking System

developed

Project

processes in

Tracking

2006/7

0

17

System

17

Part of the day to day operational budget
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6.5 KEY RESULT AREA 5: GRANT AND SEED FUNDING
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: To promote and strengthen small commercial
print and community media
ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

•

•

1

Support

At least 1

14 community

13 community radio

12 community

One radio

calls for

community

community ra-

radio funded in

in 13 districts funded

radio stations

station

applica-

and small

dio per district

13 district

funded in 12

(Inkonjane

tions

commer-

municipality

municipalities in

district mu-

FM) had

Conduct

cial media

funded

2006/7

nicipalities.

a dispute

project

through

whose Court

assess-

grant fund-

hearing was

ment

ing

set for 27

site visits.
Prepare
and
submit
project
reports
•

Select
projects
and
submit
for board
approval

•

Enter
project
grant
agreements

•

Disburse
grants

•

Prepare
reports
on grant
funding
activity

38

VARIANCE
&
REASONS

Prepare

including
•

ACTUAL

BUDGET
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R6m

Performance Against Objectives

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

2

At least 1

8 Commu-

2 Community news-

community

nity newspaper

papers funded in two

newspaper

projects in 7 dis-

districts

per district

tricts municipali-

municipality

ties in 2006/7

BUDGET

ACTUAL

VARIANCE
&
REASONS

7 Community
print projects
funded in 7
district municipalities

0

R560,000

A Community
TV funding
strategy was
developed
– entailing
amongst
others 1 support for CTV
per province.

0

R190,00018

funded
Develop a

Community

2 research

community tel-

3

television

projects done in

evision funding

funding

2006/7

strategy

strategy

Strategy developed

developed

A Community Television
workshop was
held on the
03rd and 04th
April 2007, in
Durban.
4

Conduct vi-

5

ability study on
student media
funding
Conduct a
feasibility
study on
the viability
of media
cooperatives

18
19
20

6

At least 1 hub

Eastern Cape

1 provincial hub

Western
Cape hub
initiative is in
place and in
the process of
establishing
itself, following MDDA
convened
workshop.

0

R162,00019

per province

provincial hub

(print & radio)

supported in

funded

2006/7

Viability study
on student
media in
place

Proposals for

Viability study on

0

20

the research

student media in

received in

place

Draft report
produced
on 31 March
2008.

1 media cooperative per
district funded
guided by
the feasibility
study on the
viability of cooperatives

No baseline

2006/7
established yet.

Call for proposals

A call for
proposals will
be issued in
2008/9

A concept

R200,000

document
is being
developed.

Carry over from previous financial year
Carry over from previous financial year
Part of the day to day operational budget
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

7

2 Atypical

2 Atypical media

2 Atypical media

media funded

funded (Media

funded

Training Centre
for Health and
Trust) in 2006/7

1 New media

Women’s Net

funded

supported in

9

Content

N/E

0

R560,000

Content initiatives

Content
initiatives
assessment
concept
paper is being
developed.

0

21

9 Small
commercial
newspapers
funded.

0

R3.4m

initiatives

assessment concept

development

assessment

paper in place

initiatives

concept paper
in place
10

Commission

Seed

a service

funding

1

5 Small

18 Small

5 Small commercial

commercial

commercial

newspapers and 1

newspapers

newspapers

magazine

and 1

and 1 magazine

magazine

funded in 2006/7

Service

TSBB

Service provision
organisation in place

provision

(Inkonjane

provision

organisation

Community

organisations

in place

Radio) used in

to manage
projects

2006/7

No magazines
were funded.

4 nodal point
stations
received support through
the seed
funding for
strategic planning.
TSBB
(Inkonjane
Community
Radio and
for Fort Hare
CR), Tshitshi
(Inanda CR,
Zululand CR).

		
21
22

Ibid
Carry over from previous financial year
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R560,000

1 new media
project funded
(Mahala
Media)

content

needs

0

1 New media funded

2006/7
Assess

3 Atypical
print media
funded.

VARIANCE
&
REASONS

Agenda
magazine in
KZN, Gender
Advocacy
Programme in
the Western
Cape, Umbele
Wolwazi
Education
Trust in KZN.

Zisize Education

8

ACTUAL

BUDGET

R250,00022

Performance Against Objectives

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Allocate grant
funding to
support the
stations

2

Enter into an
agreement
with the
service
providers

3

Prepare reports on seed
funding activity

4

11 CRs in the

6 CRs in nodal

11 CRs in the nodal

nodal areas

areas funded in

areas funded

funded

2006/7

Service pro-

Service provider

vider service

service level agree-

level agree-

ment in place

ment in place

Seed funding

Seed funding reports

reports in

in place

place

BUDGET

ACTUAL

VARIANCE
&
REASONS

4 CRs funded
(Inkonjane,
Ekhephini,
Maputaland,
Kathorus)

Some community radio
stations in
the nodal areas awaited
support from
the DoC and
were still at
organisational development stage.

R2.2m23

Service
provider
service level
agreement in
place

0

24

Reports
tabled to the
Board

0

25

Performance
targets established, reports
tabled.

0

26

Plan exists,
M & E Unit to
be established with
Programme
Manager and
Project Officer.

0

27

Service provider reports
on strategic
planning in
place.
Monitor the
service
provider
management
process for
seed funding
Monitoring
and evaluate
projects

5

Service pro-

Provide OD support

vider perform-

to identified stations

ance targets

of the 11 funded as

established

defined in the MDDA
terms of reference

Monitoring

1

Monitoring

Monitoring

Monitoring and evalu-

and evalu-

and evalua-

was limited to

ation plan in place

ation

tion plan in

desktop

place

Ibid
Part of the day to day operational budget
25
Ibid
26
Ibid
27
Ibid
23
24
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

ACTUAL

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS

Currently
ongoing monitoring and
evaluation
conducted
by Program
Managers.
2

Monitoring

Monitoring and evalu-

Checklist to

and evalua-

ation checklist

be developed

tion checklist

in the year
2008/9

3

10 Projects

10 Projects

All funded

monitored and

monitored and

projects are

evaluated

evaluated

monitored on

Organogram
only approved by
the Board in
December
2007 and
appointment
of the M & E
Programme
Manager
confirmed in
April / May
2008.

28

0

R100,000

Organogram
only approved by
the Board in
December
2007 and
appointment
of the M & E
Programme
Manager
confirmed in
April / May
2008.

29

an ongoing
basis by the
Program
Managers.
4

Monitoring

Monitoring and

and evalua-

evaluation reports in

tion reports in

place

place

28
29

Ibid
Ibid
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Specific M &
E reports to
be formalised
in the year
2008/9, once
a thorough
strategy and
plan is developed by the M
& E Unit.
Currently,
Program Managers provide
a report on
the basis of
the compliance with SLA
conditions.

Performance Against Objectives

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

5

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET

BUDGET

2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

ACTUAL

VARIANCE
&
REASONS

Monitoring

Monitoring and evalu-

Unit has been

0

30

and evalu-

ation unit established

established in

R656,000

ation unit

terms of the

established

Organogram
approved by
the Board.
Recruitment
in progress.

6

Monitoring

Monitoring and evalu-

Staff appoint-

Organogram

and evalu-

ation staff appointed

ed but will

only ap-

ation staff

commence in

proved by

appointed

June and July

the Board in

2008

December
2007 and
appointment
of the M & E
Programme
Manager
confirmed in
April / May
2008.

30

Part of CAPEX allocation
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6.6 KEY RESULT AREA 6: CAPACITY BUILDING INTERVENTIONS FOR BENEFICIARY
ORGANISATIONS AND COMMUNITIES
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: To enhance the sustainability of community
and small commercial media
ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

1

18 Commu-

Identify

Resourced

6 Bursa-

18 Community and

30 Bursaries

beneficiary

and skilled

nity and small

ries to 6

small commercial

provided.

capacity

people

commercial

projects in

media initiatives

issues and

capacitated

media initia-

Essentials

would be trained

requirements

to manage

tives would be

of Newspa-

trained in

the

trained

per Man-

Essentials

community

agement

for Broadcast

and small

provided in

Management

commercial

2006/7

at Rhodes

TSBB

University, 3

(Inkonjane

trained in Ra-

Commu-

dio Produc-

nity Radio)

tion learner-

used in

ship through

2006/7

MAPPSETA.

media

•

ACTUAL

•

sector.

•

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

R1.3m31

0

32

5 Bursaries

14 Projects
mentored

Financial

in 2006/7

management training
involving 22
people held
in the Eastern
Cape, 27 – 28
March 2008.

Develop a

2

Training and

N/E

Training and an

beneficiary

an exchange

exchange program

capacity

program plan

plan in place

intervention

in place

plan

Plan exists.
1 Sales and
marketing
exchange
programme
event held in
the Eastern
Cape; 25-26
March 2008.

31
32

Carry over from previous year
Part of the day to day operational budget
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Develop and

3

ACTUAL

Mentor and

Database

Mentor and training

Mentorship

maintain

training

outline was

database in place

database

a mentor

database in

developed in

and training

place

2006/7

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

R100,00033

0

R500,00034

Process
regarding
print still in
progress due
to PMSA requirements.
Meeting
scheduled
with the print
media sector
in May/June
2008.

35

Two
meetings
held with
MAPPSETA,
process
awaits the
reconstitution of the
SETA.

36

developed.

database

Mentorship
workshop
held on the
28th and 29th
August 2007.
A new call for
mentors to
be issued in
2008/9.

Conduct

4

1 Workshop

N/E

1 Workshop on

Financial

training

on financial

financial management

manage-

workshops for

management

involving 30 benefici-

ment training

beneficiaries

involving 30

aries conducted

involving 22

on identified

beneficiaries

people held

capacity

conducted

in the Eastern

issues and

Cape, 27 – 28

needs

March 2008.

Produce and

5

Managing

N/E

Managing media

disseminate

media

products toolkit and

handbooks

products

handbook plan in

and toolkits

toolkit and

place

on managing

handbook

media

plan in place

Tender
awarded to
Nkopane
Maphiri. Draft
produced for
radio.

products

Facilitate
accreditation
for MDDA
trainers

6

10 accredited
service
providers
recorded
in MDDA
database

Tenders
adjudicated
on 2
November
2007.

44 Registered
service
providers in
MDDA database

10 Accredited service
providers recorded in
MDDA database

Two meetings
held with
MAPPSETA,
process
awaits the
reconstitution
of the SETA.

Carry over from previous year
Ibid
Ibid
36
Ibid
33
34
35
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ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Monitor and

Monitoring

1

evaluate

and

and

evaluation plan in

intervention

evaluation

evaluation

place

initiatives

Monitoring

N/E

Monitoring and

plan in place

ACTUAL

Plan to be
finalised in
the 2008/9
year.

and prepare
reports

2

10 Capacity

N/E

10 Capacity building

building initia-

initiatives involving 10

tives involving

beneficiaries evalu-

10 beneficiar-

ated

ies evaluated

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
Organogram
only approved in
December
2007 by the
Board, appointments
confirmed
in April/May
2008.

5 Bursaries
trained in
Essentials
for Broadcast
Management
at Rhodes
University,
3 trained in
Radio
production
learnership
through
MAPPSETA.

R200,00037

38

22 People
trained in
financial
management from 22
beneficiaries,
27-28 March,
Eastern
Cape.
3

Monitoring

38
39

evaluation reports

tion reports

submitted

Carry over from previous year
Part of the day to day operational budget
Part of the day to day operational budget
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Monitoring and

and evaluasubmitted

37

N/E
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Specific M &
E reports to
be formalised
in the year
2008/9, once
a thorough
strategy and
plan is developed by the
M & E Unit.
Currently,
Program Managers provide
a report on
the basis of
the compliance with SLA
conditions.

Organogram
only approved by
the Board in
December
2007 and
appointment
of the M & E
Programme
Manager
confirmed in
April / May
2008.

39

Performance Against Objectives

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Track the

1

Desktop

N/E

ACTUAL

Desktop research re-

Research

movement of

research

port on the movement

survey de-

trained people

report on the

of trained people

veloped and

within the

movement of

within the sector

will be dis-

sector

trained people

seminated to

within the

projects in the

sector

year 2008/9.

2

Database of

N/E

trained people

Database of trained

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

Ongoing

40

41

people

		

6.7 KEY RESULT AREA 7: RESEARCH AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: To enhance innovation and learning in the sector

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Develop a

Research

1

Research and

N/E

Research and

research and

work sup-

knowledge

knowledge

knowledge

porting

management

management plan

management

media devel-

plan in place

in place

plan

opment and

ACTUAL

To be
developed
in the year
2008/9

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
Ad hoc re-

42

search being
conducted
and supported.

diversity
2

6 Research

3 Research

6 Research projects

projects

projects consid-

undertaken

undertaken

ered in 2006/7

3 Research
projects
funded.
(student media, sustainability of the
Community
radio sector)

Research

R296,004

funds limited
and the allocation is
only 5% in
terms of the
Regulations.

Ibid
Ibid
42
Part of the day to day operational budget
40
41
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Performance Against Objectives

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

3

ACTUAL

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS

6 Research

3 Research re-

6 Research reports

2 Research

Research

reports pub-

ports published

published

reports pub-

work in

lished.

progress.

lished

43

(Harambe and
Grassroots
Advertising
Procurement
Agency)
4

2 Research

1 Roundtable

2 Research seminars

2 Research

seminars

on print and

involving 10 benefici-

seminars to

involving 10

distribution chal-

aries conducted

be held in

beneficiaries

lenges held in

artnership

conducted

2006/7

with Wits.

0

R200,000

0

R74,000.00

0

44

Harambe
Research on
indigenous
languages
and the AIP
work on
advertising on
the 28th Feb.
2008.
Set up an

Resource

MDDA re-

Centre

1

MDDA Re-

N/E

MDDA Resource

Centre estab-

centre in place

lished

13 Staff, 9 board

Centre is

board mem-

members and ben-

used.

bers and ben-

eficiaries from time

eficiaries from

to time use Resource

time to time

Center

source centre

source centre

in place
2

13 Staff, 9

N/E

use Resource
Center

3

135 Project
records stored

Ibid
Ibid
45
Ibid
43
44

48
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Project information currently
stored under
project tracking
system

135 Project records
stored

Work in
progress

Work in
progress

45

Performance Against Objectives

ACTIVITY

Develop a
real time filing,
archiving and
information
management
system and
populate with
information

Monitor and
track legislative and policy
issues that affect the media
sector

KPA /
Outcomes

Information
Management
System

Interventions by the
Agency on
policy and
legislative
issues

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

ACTUAL

1

Information
management
system design
in place

N/E

Information management system design
in place

System
designed
and implementation in
progress

2

Information
Management System
Piloted with 1
MDDA unit

N/E

Information Management System Piloted
with 1 MDDA unit

Work in
progress

3

All MDDA staff
trained on the
IMS

N/E

All MDDA staff trained
on the IMS

One presentation held.

4

MS successfully
implemented
across MDDA

N/E

IMS successfully
implemented across
MDDA

Work in
progress

1

Policy and
Legislation
monitoring
strategy in
place

An analysis of
Electronic Communications Act
of 2005

Policy and legislation
monitoring strategy
in place

Submission
to ICASA
on licensing
framework
(Notice 349
of 2007), May
2007.

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
0

Work in
progress

0

Work in
progress

R60,000.00

46

47

48

0

49

0

50

Submission
to ICASA on
draft regulations on Section 89 of the
ECA (Notice
1149 of 2007),
October 2007.
2

2 Policies and
legislation
reviewed

An analysis of
Electronic Communications Act
of 2005

2 Policies reviewed

Submission
to ICASA
on licensing
framework
(Notice 349
of 2007), May
2007.
Submission
to ICASA on
draft regulations on Section 89 of the
ECA (Notice
1149 of 2007),
October 2007.

Part of the IMS R60,000 budget
Part of the day to day operational budget
48
Ibid
49
Ibid
50
Ibid
46
47
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KPA /
Outcomes

ACTIVITY

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Conduct
workshops
on policy
changes with
beneficiaries

3

Develop for

Develop for

awareness

awareness plan on

plan on policy

policy and legislative

and legislative

changes

ACTUAL

Work in
progress

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS
Work in

51

progress

changes

Provide,
manage and
commission
research and
research
grants and
applications
through the
GFC

Research on

1

1 Research

1 Research

1 Research grant

strategies

grant

grant issued in

approved

supporting

approved

2006/7 (GALA)

media

2 Research
projects
funded

0

R394,296

(Media
Monitoring
Project,
Sol Plaatje
Training
needs
assessments)

development and
diversity

6.8 KEY RESULT AREA 8: MEDIA LITERACY AND CULTURE OF READING
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: To promote media literacy and the culture of learning

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

Consult

Media

with the

literate

Department of

society with

Education

culture of

1

Media literacy
plan

N/E

2 Consultations with
Education
department,
GCIS, SABC
and targeted
district municipality

N/E

Media literacy plan

ACTUAL

VARIANCE
&
REASONS

Concept pa-

Concept
being
negotiated in
consultation
with DoE
and DPLG.

52

Work in
progress

53

per drafted.

learning
2

Ibid
Part of the day to day operational budget
53
Ibid
51
52

50
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2 Consultations

Work in

with Education

progress

department, GCIS,
SABC and targeted
district municipality

BUDGET

Performance Against Objectives

ACTIVITY

KPA /
Outcomes

KPI
NO:

Output
Indicator /
KPIs

BASELINE
BENCHMARK

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
AGAINST TARGET
2007/8
PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

3

Consulted

N/E

ACTUAL

BUDGET
VARIANCE
&
REASONS

Consulted parties

Work in

Work in

parties MoU

MoU / agreements for

progress

progress

/ agreements

partnering in media

for partner-

literacy and culture of

ing in media

learning initiatives

1 Summit in

Concept

Summit to

54

literacy and
culture of
learning initiatives
Convene

1

1 Summit

N/E

media learner

in Alfred

Alfred Nzo district

paper

be held in

assemblies/

Nzo district

municipality convened

developed

mid- 2008,

summits

municipality

and plan in

after the

by cabinet

convened

place. GCIS

DPLG con-

consulted.

ference in

ministers
on the role

R200,000

Cape Town.

of media
per district
municipality

54

Ibid
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Summary of Projects

7. Summary of Projects supported for
the financial year 2007 – 2008
Sector

No of
Projects

Total Rand Value
of Approvals

% Approved

Regulations

Community Radio

12

R 6,199,895.91

46%

60%

Community Print

7

R 1,607,053.02

12%

Small Commercial Print

9

R 3,291,423.02

25%

25%

Research

3

R 945,734.00

7%

5%

Other

5

R 1,284,492.00

10%

10%

TOTAL

36

R 13,328,597.95

100%

100%

7.1 COMMUNITY RADIO PROJECTS
Aganang Community Radio (R 500,000.00)
Aganang Community Radio is based in Southern District Municipality in the Northwest Province. The MDDA provided support for the
project to cover the operational costs of the project including personnel costs, office equipment (computers and furniture) and training.
The station broadcasts in Setswana, Sesotho, English and Afrikaans.

Botlokwa Community Radio (R 524,517.00)
Botlokwa Community Radio is based in Limpopo Province in Capricorn District Municipality. The MDDA support for the project is
to cover the costs of digital broadcast equipment, running costs and office equipment. The community radio station broadcasts in
Sepedi, Setokwa, English and Afrikaans.

Ekhephini Community Radio (R 500,000.00)
Ekhephini Community Radio is based in Barkley East in the Ukhahlamba District
Municipality in the Eastern Cape. This project is based in a nodal development point
area. The project was first supported by the MDDA for mentoring on organisational

52
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Ekhephini Community Radio

Summary of Projects

development to undertake a community mapping exercise to better understand the demographics of the area of intended coverage
and develop a programme schedule to better address the information needs of the area in which the project is based. The current
MDDA support is to cover the operational costs of the project as it has now been provided with a licence to broadcast.

Inkonjane Community Radio (R 500,000.00)
Inkonjane Community Radio is based in Lusikisiki in O.R Tambo District Municipality in the Eastern Cape. Inkonjane Community
Radio was established after a merger between two different community radio initiatives both applied to ICASA for a licence. The
two community radio initiatives were Ngqungqutshe Community Radio and Wild Coast FM. The MDDA support was first provided to
Ngqungqutshe Community Radio for mentoring on organisational development to be able to put together a good application to ICASA
for a broadcasting licence.

The MDDA support continued even after the licensing period to assist the two community radio initiatives to properly merge to
form one entity as per the ICASA condition to grant the licence in the area. The current support to the merged entity is to cover the
operational costs of the newly licensed community radio station.

Kathorus Community Radio (R 500,000.00)
Kathorus Community Radio is based in the East Rand, Ekurhuleni Metropolitan area in Katlehong. The project covers the Katlehong,
Thokoza and Vosloorus areas in the East Rand.

The MDDA support is to cover the operational costs for the radio station including stipends for the volunteers as well as support to
cover the running costs for one year. The station broadcasts in Sesotho, Zulu, Xhosa, English and Afrikaans.

Makhado Community Radio (R 576,500.00)
Makhado Community Radio is based in Vhembe District Municipality in Makhado next to Musina in Limpopo. The MDDA support for
this newly licensed community radio station is to cover operational support for one year. The station broadcasts in Tshivenda, Sepedi
and English.
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Maputaland Community Radio (R 397,500.00)
Maputaland Community Radio is based in Umkhanyakude District Municipality in Jozini, KwaZulu-Natal. The MDDA support for this
rural based station (North Eastern KwaZulu Natal on the border between South Africa, Swaziland and Mozambique) includes the
purchase of motor bikes for the news team and stringers to collect news from the rural villages and funding to enable the radio station
to develop an electronic information management system as well as funding to cover the costs of training to improve the capacity of
the radio station to continue producing good quality programmes. The station broadcasts in IsiZulu, English, XiTsonga and SiSwati.

Moletsi Community Radio (R 510,010.91)
Moletsi Community Radio is based in Limpopo Province in Capricorn District Municipality. The MDDA first provided support to the
project in 2004 to build radio studios as there was no sufficient space to operate the radio project. The current MDDA support for the
project is to cover the costs of relocation from the old premises to the new studio buildings.

The support will also include operational costs for one year. The community radio station broadcasts in Sepedi, English and
Afrikaans.

Motheo Community Radio (R 644,000.00)
Motheo Community Radio is a project of Motheo Multi Media Institute based in Mangaung in the Motheo District in the Free State,
Bloemfontein. This is a newly licensed community radio station. The MDDA support for the project is to cover the operational costs
of the station for one year.

The station broadcasts in Sesotho, IsiXhosa, English and Afrikaans.

Shine Community Radio (R 807,100.00)
Shine FM is based in uThungulu District Municipality in KwaZulu-Natal, in Richards Bay. The MDDA support for the radio station is to
cover the operational costs as well as training costs to enable the radio station to adequately prepare to go on air once the broadcast
equipment is installed. The station broadcasts in isiZulu, English and Afrikaans.
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Tubatse Community Radio (R 500,000.00)
Tubatse Community Radio is based in Burgersfort in Sekhukhune District Municipality in Limpopo. This project is based in a nodal
development point area. The project was first supported by the MDDA for mentoring on organisational development to undertake a
community mapping exercise to better understand the demographics of the area of intended coverage and develop a programme
schedule to better address the information needs of the area in which the project is based.

The current MDDA support is to cover the operational costs of the project as it has now been provided with a licence to broadcast.
The station broadcasts in Sepedi, English and Afrikaans.

Zululand Community Radio (R 240,268.00)
Zululand Community Radio is based in Ulundi in Zululand District Municipality in KwaZulu-Natal. This project is based in a nodal
development point area. The project was first supported by the MDDA for mentoring on organisational development to undertake
a community mapping exercise and further to undertake a strategic planning exercise to amongst others develop a business plan
based on the strategic planning session.

The current MDDA support is to cover the limited operational costs of the project and training to develop the much needed capacity
– this is also aimed at developing adequate skills necessary to ensure a sustainable community radio station is established in the
area. The station will broadcast in Zulu, English and Afrikaans.

7.2 COMMUNITY PRINT PROJECTS

Agenda Feminist Media Project (R 334,402.02)
Agenda Feminist Media Project is a Durban based feminist media project which produces a range of media and provides training
for women writers across the country. One of the flagship projects - Agenda – Empowering Women for Gender Equality, was first
published in 1987 and is now in its nineteenth year of publication.
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The MDDA has previously provided support to the project for three years starting 2004 until 2006. This is the second round of support
for the project (The MDDA has provided support for Agenda Feminist Media Project to produce one edition of the journal a year and
one online edition for one year). The current MDDA support also includes funding to cover the costs of writing skills workshops, launch
of both the online edition of the journal and the print version. Support will also be extended to cover the coordination costs for the
duration of the project activities.

Gender Advocacy Programme (R 289,000.00)
Gender Advocacy Programme (GAP) is a non-profit, independent gender advocacy and lobbying organisation based in the Western
Cape. GAP originated as a grassroots organisation in 1995. The organisation strives for a gender-just society that will empower
marginalised communities, particularly women to gain social, economic and political power. To achieve this, GAP conducts research,
training and engages in gender advocacy and lobbying to inform, build capacity, mobilise and link with civil society.

The MDDA has provided funding to the project to facilitate a media literacy programme in the farming rural areas of the Western Cape
to develop the media skills of the people and further establish a relationship between the media and civil society organisations in the
area.

Iliso Community Newspaper (R 100,000.00)
Iliso Community Newspaper is a community newspaper project which is published in a rural area of Cofimvaba and the surrounding
areas of Cofimvaba in the Eastern Cape. This project is founded by the project members who want to make their dream to be a
reality – publishing a community newspaper to cover the issues about the community which cannot be published by the mainstream
media.

The MDDA support is to provide mentoring support to assist the project undertake a feasibility study to determine the viability of the
project as well as develop a sustainability plan including a business plan.

Kalakuta Trust (R 160,000.00)
Kalakuta Trust is a non-profit organisation based in Cape Town, Western Cape province. The Trust published a magazine called
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Chimurenga – a Pan African publication of writing, art and politics. The publication was created to provide a creative, activist and
intellectual space to articulate the pan African ethos.

The MDDA support for the organisation is to provide funding support to cover the costs of magazine,which focuses on a range of
issues and to develop sustainability strategies.

Timbila Publishing (Community Gazette) (R 100,000.00)
Timbila Publishing is a non-profit organisation based in Polokwane, Capricorn District Municipality in Limpopo province. The project
operates throughout the country (though primarily in Limpopo, Gauteng, North West, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu-Natal and to a lesser
degree, the Eastern Cape).

Timbila Publishing was founded by Vonani Bila in 1999 to give a publishing outlet to rural black writers, and to reflect rural life by
rural people themselves. It first started as a poetry publishing initiative, but over the years it has incorporated other programmes such
as publishing a provincial newspaper. Timbila was established to encourage, develop, nurture and provide a publishing vehicle to
emerging black South African writers.

The MDDA support to the project is to cover the costs of mentoring to undertake feasibility study to determine the viability of the
project including developing a business plan as well as sustainability plan.

Umbele Wolwazi Education Trust (R 264,000.00)
Umbele Wolwazi Education Trust has established a project called KZN 12, an educational newspaper published 8 times a year and
distributed mainly in the rural areas of KwaZulu-Natal. The MDDA first supported the project under a different name, Kraft Media
– then a small commercial media project – to cover the production costs of the newspaper. The current MDDA support to the project
also covers the production costs and operational expenses for one year.

Women on Farms Project (R 359,651.00)
Women on Farms (WFP) is a registered South African non-governmental organisation working with women in commercial agriculture,
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mainly in the Western Cape Province. The overall mission of the organisation is to empower and strengthen the capacity of women
who live and work on farms to claim their rights and fulfil their needs. Within this mission, the building of organisations of farm women
is a priority given the almost complete absence of such self-organisation initiatives within the farm worker community.

The MDDA is providing support for the development of a community newspaper. The support also includes mentoring on strategic
planning and organisational development assistance in order to develop a viable media organisation for the women farmer worker
community.

7.3 SMALL COMMERCIAL PRINT MEDIA

Ambani Communications ( R 530,739.00 )
Ambani Communications was established in 1998 to provide a variety of communication related services to both the public and private
sectors. In 2006 they approached the African Cooperative of Hawkers and Informal Business (ACHIB) with a view of establishing
a monthly newspaper targeting the hawkers called “Ishinini Lam”. The publication will be available free of charge and distributed
through ACHIB established channels, including cooperatives, warehouses, suppliers and mail. Their initial print run will be 50 000
copies and will be published in English, IsiZulu and Sotho.

In November 2006 the MDDA Board approved funding to the project to conduct a feasibility study to ascertain the viability of Ambani
Communication’s publication “Ishishini Lam”. The mentoring report recommended support to cover printing and distribution costs for
ten months, translation into isiZulu and Sesotho, and purchase of equipment and software.

Nhluvuko Newspaper ( R100,000.00)
Nhluvuko Media Communications was started in 2005 with the aim of publishing a newspaper called Thavela. The newspaper will be
published monthly in Xitsonga and distributed around Giyani, Malamulele, Phalaborwa, Tzaneen and Nkowankowa in the Limpopo
Province, with a print run of 10 000 copies and will be available free of charge. The MDDA support is for a feasibility study to ascertain
the viability of the publication.
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Northern News ( R780,402.00)
Northern News is a weekly newspaper distributed in Lephalale (formerly Ellisras) in the Waterberg District in Limpopo Province. The
publication is distributed free of charge around Steenbokpan, Marapoong Township, Lephalale Town, Gashongoane, Mokurwenyane,
Seleka and Baltimore. Northern News’ language presentation is 50% English, 20% Northern Sotho, 20% Setswana and 10%
Afrikaans. The MDDA support is to cover printing and distribution costs, purchase of equipment, training and payment for a Setswana
and Northern Sotho translators.

Balaodi Publishing cc/ Seipone/Xivoni /Tshivhoni (R600,000.00)
Seipone/Xivoni/Tshivhoni is a multilingual newspaper that publishes in Northern Sotho, Xitsonga and Tshivenda which are the three
dominant languages spoken by roughly more than 90% of the population in the Limpopo Province. Their print run was 30 000
copies bi-weekly and had since cut down to 10 000 copies circulated in both urban and rural areas in the Limpopo Province. Their
distribution network covers Polokwane and its surrounding areas, Tzaneen, Nkowankowa, Lenyenye, Maake, Modjadjiskloof, Giyani,
Thohoyandou, Sibasa, Louis Trichardt, Mokopane, Mookgopong, Belabela, Burgersfort, Jane Furse, and Zebediela.The paper is sold
for R1.00 a copy.

The MDDA Board approved support to the project to the amount of R50 000 to conduct market research in 2004/05. The current
support is to cover printing and distribution costs for a year, training, purchase of equipment and software.

Ponelopele ( R100,000.00)
Ponelopele Newspaper was started by a group of youths who wanted to start a newspaper called “Ponelopele News” in Kgokgole a
village near Ganyesa in the North West Province. The newspaper will be circulated in Kagisano Municipality in the Bophirima district. It
will be based in Ganyesa about 80km from Vryburg and distributed in the following villages, Morokweng, Phapusane, Dipudi, Pomfret,
Saudi, Tlhakgameng and Kgokgole. It will be published in Setswana and available free of charge. Their print run will be 15 000 copies.
They have not started publishing. The MDDA support is for a feasibility study to ascertain the viability of the publication.

Agenda Magazine ( R 100,000.00)
Agenda Magazine is an initiative of Mr Tebogo Lekgethwane.
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The first issue of the magazine was published in February 2007 to test the market. Their print run was 500 copies. 450 of those copies
were sold at R4.00 and 50 were used for marketing purposes and to source potential advertisers. The magazine will be distributed
mainly in Mafikeng and they plan to increase their print run to 10 000 copies and expand their distribution network to include Vryburg,
Lichtenburg, Potchefstroom, Klerksdorp and Rustenburg in the North West Province.

The first issue was published in English and they plan to publish in Setswana in the near future. The MDDA support is for a feasibility
study to ascertain the viability of the publication.

Nemato Voice (R 507,540.20)
Nemato Voice newspaper was initially established in March 1993 when 25 young poets and writers came together to form the
Nelson Mandela Township’s Writers Club in Port Alfred. The aim of forming the club was to express their views on national, local and
regional issues with the objective of sharing ideas with other people by publishing stories in regional and national newspapers on a
freelance base. The club managed to have some of their stories published. They felt frustrated when important stories were dropped
by established media houses and that they were not making any impact in their community.

In March 1993, they decided to start their own newspaper called the Nemato Voice. The newspaper folded in November 1996 due to
financial constraints, no access to wider markets and limited human resources as most of the members left to pursue other careers.

The Nemato Voice has now been taken over, owned and run by the Tladi family as a familyowned collective. It is published monthly and distributed in the Ndlambe municipality in the
Eastern Cape,which consists of: Port Alfred, Alexandria, Kenton on Sea, Bushmanrivermouth,
Bathurst and Grahamstown.

Their print run is 10 000 copies published in English and IsiXhosa on a 70:30 ratio basis. The
MDDA Board support covers printing and distribution costs for a year, purchase of equipment,
training of seven staff members and rental costs for six months.
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Rainbow News (R 307,460.00)
Rainbow News is a monthly newspaper based in Butterworth in the Eastern Cape. The publication mainly focuses on local news and
events around Mnquma Local Municipality and Mbashe Local municipality. They publish 80% of the content in isiXhosa and 20% in
English so as to accommodate disadvantaged communities in the rural areas.

In May 2006 the MDDA Board approved funding to the project to appoint a mentor to develop the capacity of the newspaper in all
areas of newspaper management and production.

The current support is for printing and distribution costs, purchase of equipment and training based on the recommendations of the
mentor.

Coal City News (R 265,282.00)
Lola Michelle Model Management Promotions and Publishing was established in 2003 by Ms Michelle Mashiane. They publish a
newspaper called Coal City News, which circulates in the following towns of Nkangala District Municipality: Witbank; Ogies and Kriel
in Mpumalanga Province.

Coal City News currently publishes in siSwati (10%), isiNdebele (10%) and isiZulu (10%) as the principal home languages of the
Nkangala District Municipality.

In November 2006 the MDDA Board approved funding to the project to conduct a feasibility study to ascertain the viability of Coal City
News. The mentors report recommended funding to cover printing and distribution costs, training and purchase of equipment.

7.4 RESEARCH, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
7.4.1 Training (Other)
South African Media and Gender Institute (R 496,762.00)
The South African Media and Gender Institute (SAMGI) is a registered non-profit organisation based in Cape Town and founded
in 2003. MDDA is supporting the Whose News, Whose Views? Critical Citizens, Responsive Media project. The support is for
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providing training to unemployed community members, editors and journalist aspirants to be able to write, edit and produce their own
newsletters and newspapers and to produce their own media forms, which in turn will develop into income-generating activities. The
organisation targets women in the 5 regions within the Western Cape, i.e. West Coast, Overberg, Boland, Worcester and Central
Karoo. The approved grant will be used to cover training costs, equipment purchases and office support.

7.4.2 Research
Media Monitoring Project (R 394,296.00)
The Media Monitoring Project (MMP) is a non-governmental organisation (NGO) that has been monitoring the South African media in
the interests of a free and independent media since 1994. The organisation is based in Johannesburg. The project, Revealing Race,
was approved by the MDDA Board to conduct research in order to monitor, analyse and raise awareness about the representation
of race, xenophobia, racial stereotyping and racism in the community media, in order to promote human rights, reconciliation, and to
minimise discrimination.

Sol Plaatje Institute for Media Leadership (R 251,438.00)
The Sol Plaatje Institute for Media Leadership is an independent unit that falls under the wing of the School of Journalism and
Media Studies at Rhodes University in Grahamstown, Eastern Cape. The Institute was established in late 2002 to contribute to the
development of management capacity in all media sectors across the SADC region.

MDDA support is towards undertaking the training needs, assessment research, fieldwork, report writing and development of a
training programme for print media.

Research into the sustainability of the Community Radio sector (R 300,000.00)
The Board approved research into the challenges in the community radio sector, to identify the gaps, to highlight success stories
and to propose a possible model for a successful and sustainable community station. This will include a desktop review of existing
research.
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7.5 OTHER
Mahala Media (R 287,730.00)
Mahala Empowerment Media is a close corporation based in Johannesburg, dedicated to empowering communities through
accessibility to media. MDDA is support research research and analysis into the best and most feasible models for South African
IPTV delivery to the rural market in the short, medium, and long terms.

The approved grant will go towards field work, conducting the research, office support and report writing and forms part of MDDA
support for new media

Enablis Business Plan Competition (R 100,000.00)
The MDDA supported the media category as one of the funding partners of the ENABLIS Business Plan Competition. This relationship
between MDDA and ENABLIS provided an opportunity for media projects, i.e. small commercial and community media, to be part of
an opportunity to improve their business planning skills and therefore grow their businesses. One of the main benefits for entering
such a competition was that finalists and winners were exposed to new opportunities by meeting and engaging other investor
networks, who may in future invest in their business ideas.
ENABLIS and MDDA worked closely to get information on the competition out to all MDDA-supported projects, companies and
organisations, so that they too can participate. These projects were also encouraged to attend the business plan training workshops
held in all provinces.

Department of Provincial and Local Government Multilingualism Conference (R 200,000.00)
The conference seeks to promote multilingualism as a tool for service delivery. A number of key partners have been identified by
DPLG to play a role in the conference; these include: SABC, PANSALB, MDDA, DAC, DoE, CRL and HTL. A maximum of 1000
delegates are expected to participate in this two-day conference.
The Multilingualism conference seeks to address similar goals as that in the Media Literacy proposal by the MDDA. The programme
is in line with the MDDA’s mandate of promoting indigenous and marginalised languages and of creating an enabling environment for
media development and diversity that is conducive to public discourse and that which reflects the needs and aspirations of all South
Africa.
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MDDA will identify among its beneficiaries, organisations to take part in this conference as a way of expanding human and capacity
development within the community and small commercial sectors.

Community Media Awards (R 200,000.00)
The MDDA, in partnership with the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC), National Community Radio Forum (NCRF),
the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB), Department of Communications (DoC), the Independent Federation of Religious
Broadcasters (IFRB) and the Association of Christian Broadcasters (ACB) planned to have the first Community Media Awards
recognising excellence in community radio.

The overall objective of the Community Media Awards is to encourage all community media to produce News and Current Affairs that
meet the highest standard and to also recognise their hard work.

The first of these community media awards will be held in Johannesburg in May 2008 and will focus on community radio. Subsequent
awards will be broadened to include community print and other community media categories.

7.6 GRANTS WRITTEN BACK

The following projects’ grants were written back to grant funds following Board approval in December 2007. These writing backs of
funds is due to a range of reasons, ranging from projects failing to take off due to their internal challenges to non-operational initiatives
for a long period of time.

7.6.1 Community Media
Ilitha Community Radio (R 104,599.28)
This project was approved in July 2004 and the grant was written back on the basis that the project was experiencing severe
problems and was not on air.
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Masegoed (R 631,000.00)
Approved in August 2005, this print project based in the Northern Cape was not operational and the grant was therefore written
back.

George Community Media (R 301,000.00)
George Community Media was approved in November 2004. On the basis of the mentoring report, the grant fund was written back.

7.6.2 Small Commercial Media
School Talk (R 100,000.00)
This project was approved in November 2006 for mentoring. The project subsequently experienced problems and stopped printing.

7.6.3 Research
Newtown Express (R 40,000.00).
This project was approved in November 2005 to undertake a feasibility study for a newspaper in the Newtown, Johannesburg
focusing on the vibrant arts, culture and development that is occurring in the area. Delays in implementing the feasibility study led to
escalating costs and the proponents of the project decided to let MDDA write back the grant as it was insufficient for their purposes.
Please note that all projects are invited to re-apply to the MDDA should their circumstances change

7.7 ADDITIONAL TRAINING

These initiatives were funded from the 2006-2007 approved training budget:

Highway Africa (R 123,000.00)
The MDDA provided support for 30 participants in the community media sector to attend the Highway Africa conference in Grahamstown
on the 10th – 12th September 2007. The Highway Africa event is a partnership between the Rhodes University School of Journalism
and Media studies and SABC with the support of a number of other partners, sponsors and development agencies within the media
sector. The conference has over the past ten years grown to become the largest annual event where African journalists meet to
network, dialogue and debate, provide presentations, launch books and provide training in the development within the sector. The
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MDDA support was to ensure that project beneficiaries participate in the conference – particularly the training components of the
conference – and to facilitate networking between projects.

MAPPPSETA / National Community Radio Forum / Business Academy
MDDA supported three community radio projects (Eden FM, eKhephini Community Radio and Takalani Community Radio) to
participate in this training. MDDA support went to travel and accommodation costs and the costs of the training were covered by the
MAPPPSETA and the NCRF.

Sol Plaatje Essential of Broadcast Management
Five community radio stations were supported to attend the Essentials of Broadcast Management at the Sol Plaatje Institute for Media
Leadership. MDDA support covered the costs of the training as well as travel and accommodation costs for the participants.

Seed funding support for community radio initiatives in the nodal development points
In 2005, the MDDA pledged support for a maximum of 15 new community radio initiatives in the nodal development points to assist
such projects to prepare themselves for the licensing process in these areas. To this date, support has been provided to about seven
community radio initiatives based in the nodal development points in different provinces.

The second stage of support has also been provided to community radio stations as described above in the area of organisational
development to develop management and governance systems as well as properly skill the radio projects in an attempt to prepare
to go on air.

This is an ongoing project and support will continue to be provided to projects based in the nodal development point areas in the area
of organisational development and skills training in community broadcasting to adequately skill the radio projects to provide a good
quality sound broadcasting service to their respective communities.

In the period under review, MDDA supported Zululand Community Radio, Inkonjane Community Radio and Forte Community Radio.
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7.8.1 PROJECTS PER DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY AND METROPOLITANS

NAME OF DISTRICT
MUNICIPALITY

COMMUNITY COMMUNITY
RADIO
PRINT

SMALL
COMMERCIAL
PRINT

COMMUNITY
TV

RESEARCH
& TRAINING

OTHER

GAUTENG PROVINCE
1.

CITY OF TSHWANE
METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

2.

CITY OF
JOHANNESBURG
METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

3.

EKURHULENI

Kasie FM/

METROPOLITAN

Kathorus

MUNICIPALITY
4.

SEDIBENG (DC 42)

5.

METSWEDING (DC46)

6.

WEST RAND (DC48)

LIMPOPO
7.

MOPANI (DC33)

8.

VHEMBE (DC34)

Makhado

Nhluvuko

9.

CAPRICON (DC35)

• Moletsi

Timbila

• Botlokwa

(Community

Baloadi

Gazette)
10.

WATERBERG (DC36)

11.

GREATER

Northern News
Tubatse

SEKHUKHUNE (DC47)
MPUMALANGA PROVINCE
12.

GERT SIBANDE (DC30)

13.

NKANGALA (DC31)

14.

EHLANZENI (DC32)

Coal City News

KWAZULU-NATAL PROVINCE
15.

ETHEKWINI

Umbele

METROPOLITAN

Wolwazi

MUNICIPALITY
(Previously Durban
Metropolitan Municipality)
16.

UGU (DC21)

17.

UMGUNGUNDLOVU
(DC22)

18.

UTHUKELA (DC23)

19.

UMZINYATHI (DC24)

20.

AMAJUBA (DC25)

21.

ZULULAND (DC26)

Zululand FM
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NAME OF DISTRICT
MUNICIPALITY

COMMUNITY COMMUNITY
RADIO
PRINT

SMALL
COMMERCIAL
PRINT

COMMUNITY
TV

RESEARCH
& TRAINING

KWAZULU-NATAL PROVINCE
22.

UMKHANYAKUDE

Maputaland

(DC27)
23.

UTHUNGULU (DC28)

24.

ILEMBE (DC29)

25.

SISONKE (DC43)

Shine FM

WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE
26.

CITY OF CAPE TOWN
METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

27.

WEST COAST (DC1)

28.

CAPE WINELANDS

Women on

(DC2)

Farms

OVERBERG (DC3)

Gender

SAMGI

Advocacy

(also West

Project

Coast,

29.

Overberg,
Central Karoo)
30.

EDEN (DC4)

31.

CENTRAL KAROO (DC5)

NORTH WEST PROVINCE
32.

BOJANALA PLATINUM
(DC37)

33.

CENTRAL (DC38)

Agenda Magazine

34.

BOPHIRIMA (DC39)

Ponelopele

35.

SOUTHERN (DC40)

Aganang

NORTHERN CAPE PROVINCE
36.

KGALAGADI (DC45)

37.

FRANCES BAARD (DC9)

38.

NAMAKWA (DC6)

39.

PIXLEY SEME (DC7)
(Formerly Karoo)

40.

SIYANDA (DC8)

FREE STATE PROVINCE
41.

XHARIEP (DC16)

42.

MOTHEO (DC17)

43.

LEJWELEPUTSWA

Motheo FM

(DC18)
44.

THABO
MOFUTSANYANE (DC19)

45.

FEZILE DABI (DC20)
(Previously known as
Northern Free State)
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NAME OF DISTRICT
MUNICIPALITY

COMMUNITY COMMUNITY
RADIO
PRINT

SMALL
COMMERCIAL
PRINT

COMMUNITY
TV

RESEARCH
& TRAINING

OTHER

EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE
46.

NELSON MANDELA
BAY METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

47.

CACADU (DC10)

• Nemato Voice
• Rainbow News

48.

AMATHOLE (DC12)

49.

CHRIS HANI (DC13)

Iliso News

50.

UKHAHLAMBA (DC14)

eKhepini

51.

O R TAMBO (DC15)

Inkonjane

52.

ALFRED NZO (DC44)

NATIONAL
• Agenda
• Kalakuta
Trust

Ambani

• Media
Monitoring

• Enablis
• Mahala

Project

Media

• Sol Plaatje

• Commu-

Institute for

nity Media

Media

Awards

Leadership
• Research into
sustainability

• Multilingualism
Conference

of Community
Radio
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7.8.2 No. of approved projects by District Municipality and Metropolitans
01 April 2007 to 31 March 2008
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7.9 No. of approved projects by District Municipality
01 April 2007 to 31 March 2008

7.10 No. of approved projects by province
01 April 2007 to 31 March 2008
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7.11 Breakdown of projects per province
01 April 2007 to 31 March 2008
MDDA - COUNTRY

STATISTICS

NO. OF PROJECTS

NUMBERS AS %

Eastern Cape

5

13.9

Free State

1

2.8

Gauteng

1

2.8

KwaZulu-Natal

4

11.1

Limpopo

8

22.2

Mpumalanga

1

2.8

National

10

27.8

North West

3

8.3

Western Cape

3

8.3

TOTAL

7.12 Breakdown of approved projects by province
01 April 2007 to 31 March 2008
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7.13 Projects per industry sectors (a)

7.13 Breakdown of approved amounts per sector (b)
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7.14(a) Existing versus new projects (bar chart)
01 April 2007 to 31 March 2008

7.14(b) Existing versus emerging projects approvals (pie chart)

7.15 Requested amounts versus approved amounts
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7.16 Reconciliation list of projects approved in 2007/8
Projects

Sector

Approval Amount

1. Aganang

Community Radio

R 500,000.00

2. Botlokwa

Community Radio

R 524,517.00

3. eKhephini

Community Radio

R 500,000.00

4. Inkonjane

Community Radio

R 500,000.00

5. Kathorus / Kasie FM

Community Radio

R 500,000.00

6. Makhado

Community Radio

R 576,500.00

7. Maputaland

Community Radio

R 397,500.00

8. Moletsi

Community Radio

R 510,010.91

9. Motheo

Community Radio

R 644,000.00

10. Shine

Community Radio

R 807,100.00

11. Tubatse

Community Radio

R 500,000.00

12. Zululand / Ubuhlebeshowe

Community Radio

R 240,268.00

Total

R 6,199,895.91

13. Agenda Feminist Media

Community Print

R 334,402.02

14. Gender Advocacy Project

Community Print

R 289,000.00

15. Iliso Community Newspaper

Community Print

R 100,000.00

16. Kalakuta Trust

Community Print

R 160,000.00

17. Timbila Publishing (Community Gazette)

Community Print

R 100,000.00

18. Umbele Wolwazi

Community Print

R 264,000.00

19. Women on Farms

Community Print

R 359,651.00

Total

R 1,607,053.02

20. Ambani Communications

Small Commercial Print

R 530,739.00

21. Nhluvuko Newspaper

Small Commercial Print

R 100,000.00

22. Northern News

Small Commercial Print

R 762,672.00

23. Balaodi Publishing

Small Commercial Print

R 597,000.00

24. Ponelopele

Small Commercial Print

R 100,000.00

25. Agenda Magazine

Small Commercial Print

R 100,000.00

26. Nemato Voice

Small Commercial Print

R 507,540.20

27. Rainbow News

Small Commercial Print

R 307,460.00

28. Coal City

Small Commercial Print

R 265,282.00

Percentage

46%

12%

(Seipone/Xivoni/Tshivhoni)

Total

R 3,291,423.02

29. Media Monitoring Project

Research

R 394,296.00

30. Sol Plaatje Institute for Media Leadership

Research

R 251,438.00

31. Research into the Sustainability of the

Research

R 300,000.00

25%

Community Radio Sector
Total

R 945,734.00

7%
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32. South African Media and Gender Institute

Other (Training)

R 496,762.00

33. Mahala Media

Other (New Media)

R 287,730.00

34. Enablis Business Plan Competition

Other

R 100,000.00

35. Department of Provincial and Local

Other

R 200,000.00

Other

R 200,000.00

Government’s Multilingualism Conference
36. Community Media Awards
Total

R 1,284,492.00

10%

GRAND TOTAL

R 13,328,897.95

100%
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8. Environmental Landscape
and funding
Introduction of media diversity
In 1995, the community media sector met in Cape Town under the banner of a conference called “Community Media 2000”. Among
its recommendations was a formation of an “Enabling Support Mechanism” or a “Media Development Agency”. This “Community
Media 2000” conference followed a number of processes engaged by the community media sector, in response to the drying up of
international donor funding, aimed at lobbying for support and creation of a sustainable enabling environment for community media in
South Africa including provisions supporting the sector in the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) document.

These advocacy processes led to amongst other achievements the recognition of three tiers of broadcasting57 in South Africa
which were legislated through the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act of 1993, now repealed and replaced by the Electronic
Communications Act of 2005. Another favourable achievement for the community media sector was the Authority’s Position Paper
on Community Sound Broadcasting Services of 1997 and the subsequent Community Sound Broadcasting Policy Position Paper of
June 2006. Of note also is the Community Television Broadcasting Services Position Paper of November 2004.

On the print arena, the tide was slow in turning. As the donor funding dried up, most community newspapers of the time closed,
the like of NEMATO Voice, etc. The call to address the historical disparities in the ownership of media in South Africa, further came
out strongly from the Freedom of Expression Institute (FXI) in 1997, after the constraints of the commercial media environment in
rising to the challenges of media diversity was clearly illustrated when business imperatives led to the closure of the “New Nation”
newspaper.

The closure of this newspaper, which had survived the darkest days of state repression against the media, was the culmination of
a disturbing trend over the preceding years which saw a number of other titles, notably “South”, “Grassroots”, “Saamstaan” and
“Work in Progress”, all having to fold because of financial reasons. This effective purge of independent titles in the mass media

57

Community Broadcasting, Commercial Broadcasting and Public Broadcasting
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environment, and the increasingly difficult prospects of new media titles being able to rise in the current market, served as a clarion
call for government to step in where the market place was both unable and unwilling to protect independent voices.

In 1996, the then Deputy President Mbeki established a Task Group on Government Communications (COMTASK) led by Mr
Mandla Langa. The community media sector led by the National Community Media Forum (NCMF) in its submission to the Comtask
recommended the establishment of the Media Development Agency. In its report “Communications 2000 – A vision for government
communications in South Africa”, COMTASK recommended that government facilitates the process of setting up a statutory recognised
media development agency for the dispensing of subsidies to the sector. (Comtask Final Report, Recommendation 79).

Media diversity in any country is regarded as a measure of the depth of its democracy. Every citizen should have access to a diverse
range of media.

Birth of the Media Development and Diversity Agency
The Constitution Act No. 108 of 1996 of South Africa provides for the freedom of expression and access to information, in its
Section 16 and 32. The Media Development and Diversity Agency was established by legislation (the MDDA Act No. 14 of 2002) to
create an enabling environment for the development of media development and diversity in South Africa (including radio, television,
newspapers, magazines and new media).

MDDA has now been established since 2003 and held its first grant awarding meeting in January 2004. The Agency was established
in terms of the MDDA Act, 2002 (Act 14 of 2002), which provides for the establishment of an independent, statutory body, jointly
funded by government, the media industry and other donors. In the main, it was established to help create an enabling environment
for media development and diversity that is conducive to public discourse and which reflects the needs and aspirations of South
Africans. To deepen media diversity, government, together with commercial media entities, partnered to assist the MDDA, which is
tasked with (amongst others) providing financial and other support to community and small commercial media projects.

The MDDA is tasked with creating an enabling environment for media diversity and development by providing support to media
projects, and facilitating research into media development and diversity issues. The agency functions independently from and at
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arm’s length of its funders, political-party and commercial interests. This arrangement enables government, the media industry and
donors to work together in addressing the legacy of imbalances in access to the media.

Financing media development and diversity
2009 marks the end of the first five-year partnership between the Government and the broadcast and print media sector, as outlined
in the funding agreements signed in the year 2003/4. As we discuss the renewal of the funding agreements, there are developments
in the industry which enhance the process.

The Electronic Communications Act, 2005 provides for a sustainable mechanism for funding the objects of the MDDA Act, 2002
through contributions from broadcasting service licensees for universal service and access. ICASA conducted a public hearing
in March 2008 to consider the draft Regulation providing for these contributions. In terms of the Draft Regulation, the prescribed
contribution58 will be 0,2% of the Annual Turnover derived from the Broadcast Service Licensees’ licensed activity. If they contribute
less than that to the MDDA, they will be required to contribute the balance to the Authority/Universal Service and Access Fund.

As soon as the regulation is prescribed by ICASA, the Agency will negotiate with Broadcasting Service Licensees to renew the
funding agreements and align them to the provisions of the Regulation.

This new dispensation will enable the Agency to respond to the need in terms of the applications received and to the development
and diversity of the broadcasting industry. In particular, this will result to the growth of the broadcasting industry, more skills developed
through the training and mentorship programmes run through your support. These skills in turn will be to the benefit of the entire
broadcasting industry, job creation and economic growth.

The Agency will deepen its discussions with the Print Media sector regarding the renewal of funding agreements with Print Media. It
is hoped that the sector will consider similar funding contributions or to source additional funding so that the small print media sector
can benefit on a scale comparable to that which the ECA brings to the small broadcast and new media sector.
In the meantime, Government has increased its funding from the original R7m a year (which was R10m in 2003/4 but back to R7m

58

In terms of the Draft Regulation, Notice No. 30304, 14 September 2007
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thereafter) to R12m in 2007/8 and R14m in 2008/9. The contributions from the other partners have not increased since the inception,
these being R5.8m a year (now R6m, with e-tv’s increased contribution) from broadcast media funders and R4.8m a year from the
print media funders.

Impact to date
The Agency has increased its delivery through supporting more projects; cumulatively from inception, the Agency as at 31 March
2008 funded just over 172 projects and awarded grants amounting to about R57.5m. The Agency has continued to be responsive to
applications from the community and small commercial media sectors, and developed proactive strategies for partnerships in creating
an enabling environment for media development and diversity.

The MDDA provides support to existing grassroots media projects, and assists in establishing new media projects targeting neglected
audiences. Over one third of the projects supported are new projects. The MDDA focuses on the goal to ensure that all citizens
can access information in a language of their choice, and contributes to the transformation of media access, ownership and control
patterns in South Africa. The purpose is to strengthen the sector though the provision of resources, knowledge and skills in pursuit of
promoting media development and diversity.

In addition, the MDDA has conducted workshops on resource mobilisation for media around the country, a community television
summit and advertising and marketing roundtable, and has provided bursaries for 49 grassroots media managers to attend mediamanagement training.

The MDDA is also working with a range of media-sector and other related organisations to leverage resources for the sector to
create an enabling environment for media development. The agency has established partnerships with advertising and marketing
organisations to run workshops and mentoring programmes with small media projects.

The establishment of the Media Development and Diversity Agency (MDDA) has stimulated the growth of new community titles
– focusing on specific communities in areas where community media have not been established, training and skilling of a number
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of journalists and broadcasters, some of whom remain in the sector and others have been integrated into the broader media and
increasing voices for the voiceless in the area of information and communication, thereby ensuring an informed society.

Generally
The support for the objectives of the MDDA Act has grown. Besides the memorandum of understanding to be signed with the
Department of Communications, the working relationship with the Department of Provincial and Local Government, the draft
memorandum of understanding with USAASA and MAPPSETA, etc. more and more institutions are pledging understanding of the
necessity for the intervention spearheaded by the MDDA and therefore recognise the support needed. As the Agency grows, it intends
translating this support into tangible benefits for the noble objectives of the MDDA Act.
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Below is a bit more graphical information from Motswako Media regarding the growth of community radio according to 2007/8 RAMS
and AMPS.
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9. Funding for the MDDA
Income
Government

R11,991 m

Print Partners

R4.8 m

Broadcast Partners
(R1,2 m still outstanding)

R5.3 m

Foreign Grants

R0

Project Tracking System

R46,728.60

Other Income

R40,869.50

Other Income – Grants written back

R1,136 m

Interest

R2,084 m

Total Income

R25,399 m

59

The Minister in the Presidency, Dr Essop Pahad, had entered into memoranda of understanding with print and broadcasting
stakeholders prior to the establishment of the MDDA. These MoUs committed individual print and broadcasting companies to provide
support to the MDDA for five years, from 2003 - 2008. Subsequently, the Board signed the five-year long funding agreements with the
following Print and Broadcast Media partners :

Print Partners 					

Broadcast Partners

CTP Ltd						

Midi TV (Pty) Ltd (e-tv)

Independent Newspapers (Pty) Ltd			

Kagiso Broadcasting (Pty) Ltd

Johnnic Publishing Ltd (now called AVUSA)		

Electronic Media Network Ltd (M-Net)

Media 24 Ltd					

Primedia Broadcasting (Pty) Ltd

						

South African Broadcasting Corporation Ltd (SABC)

Foreign Grants
No foreign grant was received in the year under review.

This is actual income received from Broadcasting Media Funders in the year under review,
excluding the SABC contribution of 1.2m not received as 31 March 2008
59
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Rollover
For the period under review, there was R46 728.60 rollover of funds for the Project Tracking System cost centre.

Balance
At the end of the financial year, the MDDA reflects an amount of R 37,640 m remaining in its bank account. This includes:
•

R 12,850m grants accrued (to be disbursed in tranches over the period of the grant).

•

R 9,638m of funds remaining from broadcast and print partners to be expended between 1 April 2007 and 30 November 2008.

Funding Cycles
The MDDA is funded by government through the Government Communications Information Systems (GCIS) and by print and
broadcast media companies as per funding agreements signed between the MDDA and these partners.
The funding cycle from government is in line with the Agency’s financial year which is April to March. However the funding cycles
for print funds is July to July and for broadcast funds November to November. Due to the different cycles of funding, the MDDA will
always, at the financial year end, reflect funds from print and broadcast funders that still need to be approved.

Regulatory and Contractual Requirements
MDDA regulations state that:
•

At least 60% of Grant Funds should go to community media projects

•

At least 25% to small commercial projects

•

5% to research projects

•

10% is unallocated and can be allocated over all three categories

•

A maximum of 25% of funds received from government should be utilised for administration expenses

•

A maximum of 10% of funds received from Print and Broadcast media should be utilised for administration expenses
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Administration costs 2007/08
R ’000
Total Administration costs (incl. depreciation)

R4,451m

Total Administration costs (excl. depreciation)

R4,227m

Personnel Exp

R2,321m

Training Exp

R142

Administration cost as a % of total income ( includes personnel costs)

25%

Personnel cost as a % of total income

9.2%

Training cost as a % of total income

0.56%

60

Note: The MDDA is required in terms of regulation to spend a maximum of 25% of its income on administration.

60

R142 000.00
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Board of Directors

Vacant (Manager in the CEO’s Office)

Lumko Mtimde
(CEO)

Hariet Mhlanga
(Executive Secretary)

Faith Morokane
(Receptionist)

Vacant
(Internal Audit & Risk
Manager)

Ouma Moatsi
(Office Assistant)

Jayshree Pather (Project Director)

Mbuyiseni Jafta (CFO)

Vacant
(HR & Corporate
Services Manager)

Sediroa Sithole
(Project Administrator)

(Legal & Contract
Management Services)
Vacant

Tamara Sinhonho
(Finance Administration
Officer)

Fana Bagananeng
(PM: Small Commercial Media)

Harry Letsebe
(PM: Community Media)

Caroline Thabana
(PM: Training & Research)

Vacant
(Project Officer)
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Manana Monareng
(Project Officer)

Pule Maila
(Finance Disbursement
Officer)

Sibongile Kubeka
(Project Officer)

Vacant
(PM: Monitoring and Evaluation)

Vacant
(Project Officer)

MDDA Staff

MDDA staff - Project Team
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10. HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
Tabulated staff head count
Subtotal

Total

1

1

1

1

Internal Audit and Risk
Manager61

Vacant

1

HR and Corporate
Services Manager62

Vacant

1

3 (1
Vacant)

4

Position

African

Asian

Male Female Male
Chief Executive Officer

1

CFO

1

Project Director

Project Managers63

Female

Colored
Male

Female

White
Male

Disabled

Female

1

2

1

1

Project Officer64

2

2 (2
Vacant)

4

PA to the CEO

1

1

1

Manager in the
CEO’s Office65

Vacant

1

Legal and Contract Mgt66

Vacant

1

Finance Admin Officer

1

1

Finance Disbursement
Officer

1

1

1

Project Administrator

1

1

1

Receptionist

1

1

1

Office Assistant

1

1

1

14

21

Total Head Count

5

8

1

								
										
							

Vacant subject to the availability of funds
Vacant subject to the availability of funds
63
Project Manager (Monitoring and Evaluation) vacant (1)
64
Project Officer (M&E) and (SCM) vacant (2)
65
Vacant
66
Vacant (1)
61
62
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Personnel Costs 2007/08							

R’000

Total Expenditure									

21, 617

Personnel Expenditure								

2, 321

Training Expenditure								

142

Personnel Costs as a % of total Expense						

10.7%

Declaration of Directors’ Emoluments (excluding Non-Executive Directors)

Executive Management
Employee

Salary

Bonus

Total

R’000

R’000

R’000

707

43

750

492

25

517

- Jayshree Pather

448

22

470

Total

1,647

90

1,737

CEO

		

- Lumko Mtimde
			
CFO			
- Mbuyiseni Jafta		
			
PROJECT DIRECTOR			

Allowances
There were no overtime, housing allowance or other allowances made.

HIV/AIDS & Health Promotion Programmes
On the 21st of September 2007, MDDA held a wellness workshop which focused mainly on 2 areas, i.e. HIV/AIDS awareness and
nutrition.
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Labour Relations

Training

R’000

Management

70

Middle Management

30

Highly skilled

19

Lower skilled

23

Total

142

Service Provider			

Function/Service			

BEE Status

ICMS					

Performance Contract -Executive Mngt

100%

Con-coms				

IT services				

100%

Vulindlela Communications		

Annual Report Production			

100%

Rosewood Payroll Associates		

Payroll Administration			

0% (1 white female)

Cheadle Thompson & Hayson		

Legal services				

50%

Umhlaba				

Research on Low Interest Loan Study

100%

Sizwe Ntsaluba VSP			

Internal Audit Services			

84%

RCMS (Milk Brown Reid Consortium)

Communication Strategy			

100%

Systems Approach			

Short Evaluation of MDDA			

100%

Spark					

Research on Student Media		

50%

Nkopane Maphiri				

Media Marketing & Advertising

					

Toolkits					
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11. GOVERNANCE
The Board
All Board members are appointed by the President of the Republic of South Africa, in terms of the MDDA Act of 2002.
Six Board members were appointed on the recommendation of Parliament, after a public nomination process
• Ms Kanyisiwe Mkonza (Chairperson until December 2007)
• Ms Gugu Msibi (Chairperson, from January 2008)
• Mazibuko K Jara
• Chris Moerdyk
• Govin Reddy (until December 2007)
• Dr Mashilo Boloka (until December 2007)
• Ms Kerry Cullinan (until December 2007)
• Ms Nomonde Gongxeka (from January 2008)
• Siviwe Minyi (from January 2008)
• Prof Guy Berger (from January 2008)

Five of the Board members’ terms in office came to an end in December 2007; these were:
Ms Kanyisiwe Mkonza, Dr. Mashilo Boloka, Ms Kerry Cullinan, Mr. Tony Trew and Mr. Govin Reddy.
The MDDA takes this opportunity to thank all of them for their contribution towards the facilitation of development and diversity in the
South African media sector and to the promotion of the right to freedom of expression enshrined in our Constitution. Their service
has been much appreciated.

Five new Board members were appointed by the President of the Republic of South Africa (President Thabo Mbeki), four in terms of
Section 4 (1) (b) of the MDDA Act and one in terms of Section 4 (1) (c) of the MDDA Act replacing Mr Tony Trew. The four new board
members’ terms of office came into effect from 01 January 2008, for a term of office of three years and five years for the Chairperson,
whereas Ms Tyawa’s (appointed in terms of Section 4 (1) (c) of the MDDA Act to replace Mr. Tony Trew) term is for a one year period.
All five of them took the oath in January 2008.
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Section 4 (1) © of the MDDA Act provides that one Board member must be from the commercial print media and another from the
broadcast media
•

Mr. C. Molusi (Commercial Print media)

•

Ms. F. Sekha ( Broadcast media)

•

Mr. T. Trew ( GCIS)

•

Ms Baby Tyawa (from January 2008)

Code of Ethics
The Board has adopted a Code of Ethics to ensure each member acts with integrity when performing his or her responsibilities on
behalf of the MDDA.
The Code outlines the Board’s fiduciary duties and defines its responsibilities towards stakeholders, staff members, and
government. In terms of the Code, each member of the Board must make an annual declaration of interests, in order to ensure
decisions are fair and to protect the Agency against perceptions of bias or conflict of interest.

All members of the Board have also taken an oath or affirmation committing them to:
•

Fairness

•

Freedom of expression

•

Openness

•

Accountability, and

•

Upholding and protecting the Constitution and other laws of South Africa.

Four Board meetings are held annually in accordance with Section 10 of the MDDA Act. During the period under review, the Board
met quarterly as required. All meetings were duly constituted and quorate.
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Attendance of meetings
Audit
Committee
meetings
attended

Tender
Committee
meetings
attended

Special
Committee
meetings
attended
(ECA Task
Team)

Other
meetings
(stakeholder,
site visits,
parliament,
interviews
etc.)

Board
Member

Board
meetings
attended

FinOps
meetings
attended

REM & HR
meetings
attended

Kanyisiwe
Mkonza

3

3

2

Dr Mashilo
Boloka

3

Kerry Cullinan

3

Mazibuko
Jara

2

1

Chris
Moerdyk

3

1

Connie Molusi

2

Govin Reddy

3

Felleng Sekha

1

Tony Trew

3

Gugu Msibi

1

1

1

Prof Guy
Berger

1

1

1

Nomonde
Gongxeka

1

Siviwe Minyi

1

Baby Tyawa

1

9

2

1
3
3

6
4

1
3

1
1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1
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Schedule of Board and Committee meetings (2007/08)

QUARTERLY MDDA BOARD MEETINGS
DATE

June 2007

14 Jun

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Kanyi Mkonza
Dr Mashilo Boloka
Kerry Cullinan
Chris Moerdyk
Govin Reddy
Tony Trew
Felleng Sekha
Mazibuko Jara
Connie Molusi

August 2007

30 August

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Kanyi Mkonza
Dr Mashilo Boloka
Kerry Cullinan
Chris Moerdyk
Govin Reddy
Tony Trew
Felleng Sekha
Mazibuko Jara
Connie Molusi

December 2007

06 December

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Kanyi Mkonza
Dr Mashilo Boloka
Kerry Cullinan
Chris Moerdyk
Govin Reddy
Tony Trew
Felleng Sekha
Mazibuko Jara
Connie Molusi

January – February 2008

31 Jan – 01 Feb

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Gugu Msibi
Nomonde Gongxeka
Prof. Guy Burger
Siviwe Minyi
Chris Moerdyk
Connie Molusi
Felleng Sekha
Mazibuko Jara
Baby Tyawa
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REMUNERATION AND HR COMMITTEE MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE
(red represents apology)

MONTH

DATE

May 2007

03 May

1.
2.
3.

Kanyi Mkonza
Dr Mashilo Boloka
Felleng Sekha

November 2007

20 September

1.
2.
3.

Kanyi Mkonza
Dr Mashilo Boloka
Felleng Sekha

March 2008

13 March

1.
2.
3.

Gugu Msibi
Prof. Guy Berger
Baby Tyawa

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEE MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE
(red represents apology)

MONTH

DATE

May 2007

10 May

1.
2.

Kanyi Mkonza
Felleng Sekha

August 2007

08 August

1.
2.

Kanyi Mkonza
Felleng Sekha

November 2007

01 November

1.
2.

Kanyi Mkonza
Felleng Sekha

February 2008

27 February 2008

1.
2.
3.
4.

Chris Moerdyk
Nomonde Gongxeka
Baby Tyawa
Mazibuko Jara
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AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE
(red represents apology)

MONTH

DATE

May 2007

29 May

1.

Tony Trew

July 2007

12 July

1.

Tony Trew

November 2007

20 November

1.

Tony Trew

February 2008

26 February

1.

Baby Tyawa

TENDER COMMITTEE MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE
(red represents apology)

MONTH

DATE

May 2007

02 May

1.

Mazibuko Jara

October 2007

23 October

1.

Mazibuko Jara

November 2007

06 November

1.

Mazibuko Jara

ECA Task Team Meetings
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MONTH

DATE

September 2007

20 September
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Tony Trew
Dr Mashilo Boloka
Felleng Sekha
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OTHER MEETINGS ATTENDED
NAME

DATE

MEETING
ATTENDANCE

Kanyi Mkonza

03 - 04 April 2007

Community TV Workshop

17 April 2007

Advertising Roundtable

21 – 22 August 2007

USAASA/MDDA Workshop

28 – 30 August 2007

MDDA Mentoring Workshop

23 May 2007

ENABLIS Competition Awards

04 May 2007

Bi-annual meeting with the Minister

23 October 2007

Annual Report Presentation – Parliament

22 October 2007

Broadcast Service Licensees Roundtable

06 December 2007

Annual Report Launch

Govin Reddy

06 December 2007

Annual Report launch

Chris Moerdyk

15 May 2007

GCIS Budget Vote

23 October 2007

Annual Report Presentation – Parliament

06 December 2007

Annual Report launch

31 January 2008

Stakeholders’ briefing session

03 April 2007

Community TV Workshop

23 October 2007

Annual Report Presentation – Parliament

06 December 2007

Annual Report Presentation – Parliament

03 – 04 April 2007

Community TV Workshop

17 April 2007

Advertising Roundtable

12 October 2007

Tender Briefing session

22 October 2007

Broadcast Service Licensees Roundtable

23 October 2007

Annual Report Presentation – Parliament

31 January 2008

Stakeholders’ briefing session

Kerry Cullinan

Mazibuko Jara
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Gugu Msibi

31 January 2008

Stakeholders’ briefing session

Siviwe Minyi

31 January 2008

Stakeholders’ briefing session

12-14 March 2008

ICASA – Notice of Public Hearings

31 January 2008

Stakeholders’ briefing session

28 February 2008

Research Seminar

31 January 2008

Stakeholders’ briefing session

Nomonde Gongxeka

Prof. Guy Berger
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12. Report of the Audit Committee
We are pleased to present our report for the financial year ended 31 March 2008.

Audit Committee Members and Attendance:
The audit committee consists of the members listed hereunder and meets at least two times per annum as per its approved terms of
reference. During the current year four meetings were held.

Name of Member						

Number of Meetings Attended

ZP Manase (Chairperson)								

4

G Mampone									

1

T Trew (resigned July 2007)							

1

M Vuso										

2

B Tyawa (appointed February 2008)							

1

P Williams									

4

Audit Committee Responsibility
The Audit Committee reports that it has complied with its responsibilities arising from section 38(1)(a) of the PFMA and Treasury
Regulation 3.1.

The Audit Committee also reports that it has adopted appropriate formal terms of reference as its audit committee charter, has
regulated its affairs in compliance with this charter and has discharged all its responsibilities as contained therein.

The effectiveness of internal control
The system of controls is designed to provide cost effective assurance that assets are safeguarded and that liabilities and working
capital are efficiently managed. In line with the PFMA requirements, Internal Audit provides the Audit Committee and management
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with assurance that the internal controls are appropriate and effective. This is achieved by means of the risk management process, as
well as the identification of corrective actions and suggested enhancements to the controls and processes. From the various reports
of the Internal Auditors, the Audit Report on the Annual Financial Statements and the management letter of the Auditor-General, it
was noted that no significant or material non-compliance with prescribed policies and procedures have been reported. Accordingly,
we can report that the system of internal control for the period under review was efficient and effective.

The quality of in-year management and monthly/quarterly reports submitted in terms
of the PFMA
The Audit Committee is satisfied with the content and quality of monthly and quarterly reports prepared and issued by the Accounting
Officer of the Public Entity during the year under review.

Evaluation of Financial Statements
The Audit Committee has:
•

reviewed and discussed the audited annual financial statements and performance information to be included in the annual report,
with the Auditor-General and the Accounting Officer;

•

reviewed the Auditor-General’s management letter and management’s response thereto;
The Audit Committee concurs and accepts the Auditor-General’s conclusions on the annual

financial statements and performance information, and is of the opinion that the audited annual
financial statements and performance information be accepted and read together with the
report of the Auditor-General.

Ms Zodwa Manase
Chairperson of the Audit Committee
ZP Manase (Chairperson)

Date: 22 July 2008
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND PERFORMANCE INFORMATION OF THE MEDIA DEVELOPMENT AND DIVERSITY
AGENCY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2008
REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Introduction

1.

I have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Media Development and Diversity Agency which
comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2008, statement of financial performance, statement of
changes in net assets and cash flow statement for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory notes, as set out on pages 107 to 124.

Responsibility of the accounting authority for the financial statements
2.

The accounting authority is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with the basis of accounting determined by the National Treasury as set out in accounting policy note
1.1 to the financial statements and in the manner required by the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No.
1 of 1999). This responsibility includes:
• designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
• selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies.
• making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Responsibility of the Auditor-General
3.
As required by section 188 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 read with section 4 of
the Public Audit Act, 2004 (act No. 25 of 2004), my responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on my audit.
4.

I conducted my audit in accordance with the International Standards on Auditing and General Notice 616 of 2008,
issued in Government Gazzelle No. 31057 of 15 May 2008. Those standards require that I comply with ethical
requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements
are free from material misstatement.

5.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment
of the risks of material misstatements, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation
and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in
the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectivness of the entity’s internal
control.

6.

An audit also includes evaluating the:
• appropriateness of accounting policies used
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•
•
7.

reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management
overall presentation of the financial statements

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit
opinion.

Basis of accounting
8.

The entity’s policy is to prepare financial statements on the basis of accounting determined by the National
Treasury, as set out in accounting policy note 1.1 to the financial statements.

Opinion
9.

In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Media
Development and Diversity Agency as at 31 March 2008 and its financial performance and cash flows fo the year
then ended, in accordance with the basis of accounting determined by National Treasury as set out in accounting
policy note 1.1 of the financial statements and in the manner required by the PFMA.

OTHER MATTERS
Without qualifying my audit opinion, I draw attention to the following matter that relate to my responsibilities in the audit
of the financial statements:
Matters of governance
10.

The PFMA tasks the accounting authority with a number of responsibilities concerning financial and risk
management and internal control. Fundamental to achieving this is the implementation of certain key governance
responsibilities, which I have assessed as follows:
Yes

Matter of governance

No

Audit committee
•

The entity had an audit committee in operation throughout the financial year.

x

•

The audit committee operates in accordance with approved, written terms of reference.

x

The audit committee substantially fulfilled its responsibility for the year, as set out in section 77 of the PFMA

x

•

and Treasury Regulation 27.1.8.
Internal Audit
•

The entity had an internal audit function in operation throughout the financial year.

x

•

The internal audit function operates in terms of an approved internal audit plan.

x

•

The internal audit function substantially fulfilled its responsibilities for the year, as set out in Treasury Regulation 27.2.

x

Other matters of governance
The annual financial statements were submitted for audit as per legislated deadlines. (section 55 of the PFMA)

x

The financial statements submitted for the audit were not subjected to any material amendments resulting from the audit.

x
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Matter of governance

Yes

No significant difficulties were experienced during the audit concerning delays of the unavailability of expected
information and / or the unavailability of senior management.

x

The prior year’s external audit recommendations have been substaintially implemented

x

No

OTHER REPORTING RESPONSIBILITIES
REPORT ON PERFOMANCE INFORMATION
11.

I have reviewed the performance information as set out on pages 25 to 51.

Responsibility of the accouting authority for the performance information
12.

The accounting authority has additional responsibilities as required by section 55(2) (a) of the PFMA to ensure
that the annual report and audited financial statements fairly present the performance against predetermined
objectives of the entity.

Responsibility of the Auditor-General
13.

I conducted my engagement in accordance with section 13 of the Public Audit Act, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) read
with General Notice 816 of 2008, issued in Government Gazelle No. 31057 of 15 May 2008.

14.

In terms of the foregoing my engagement included performing procedures of an audit nature to obtain sufficient
appropriate audit evidence about the performance information and related systems, processes and procedures.
The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement.

15.

I believe that the evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to report that no significant findings have
been identified as a result of my review.

APPRECIATION
16.

The assistance rendered by staff of the Media Development and Diversity Agency during the audit is 		
sincerely appreciated.

Johannesburg
15 July 2008
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Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 March 2008
											

2008		

2007

				

R000

R000

Notes

					

					
ASSETS
Non - current assets					
Property, plant and equipment		

2 		

					

				

Current assets			

				

							

730 		

563

39,017 		

34,433

Receivables and prepayments		

3 		

				

1,377		

684

Cash and cash equivalents		

4 		

				

37,640 		

33,749

Stock on hand				

5 		

			

- 		

			

				

- 		

			
Total assets			

39,747

34,996 		

		
LIABILITIES					

				

Current liabilities					
Trade payables 				

6.1 		

				

330 		

309

Provisions				

6.2 		

			

73

142

Grants accrued				

6.3 		

				

28,295

27,231

							

28,698

27,682

11,049 		

7,314

Total liabilities			
					

NET ASSETS					
Accumulated surplus 			

6(a)		

				

					
Total Equity and Liabilities			

					

39,747

34,996
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Statement of Financial Performance
For the year ended 31 March 2008
									
											
				

Notes

2008

2007

R000

R000

23,268

19,787

2,084

2,683

25,352

22,470

											
Revenue										
											
Gross revenue					

7 				

Investment income							
Total revenue							

		

											
Expenses										
Grant costs					

8 				

14,621

25,511

Personnel					

9 				

2,321

2,011

Administrative 					

9 					

4,451

3,104

Depreciation					

9 					

Total expenses									
Surplus/(deficit) for the year
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21,617 		
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Statement of changes in net assets
For the year ended 31 March 2008
									
											

2008

2007

						

R000

R000

			

7,314

15,691

		

3,735

(8,377)

11,049

7,314

									
Balance at beginning of year					
									
									
Net surplus/ (deficit) for the period					
									
Balance at the end of the year					
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Cash Flow Statement		
For the year ended 31 March 2008
											
					

Notes			

2008		

2007

R000

R000

												
Net cash flows from operating activities
Receipts											
Taxation				

						

Grants				

						

Interest received									
Other receipts				

			

					

20,891

18,720 		

2,084

2,683 		

			

					

- 		

48

419

23,023

21,822 		

Payments											
Personnel costs				

					

(2,369)

(2,752)		

				

(4,451)

(3,097)		

(11,922)

(9,564)		

Administrative costs				
Grant costs - disbursements				
					

				

					
			

			

			

				

Cash flow from operating activities

(18,742)

(15,413)		

			

    6

        

4,281

             6,409

											
Cash flow from investing activities
Additions to property, plant and equipment				
Net cash flows from investing activities

		
                   

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents				

		

(391)

(298)		

(391)

(298)

3,890 		

6,111

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year				

33,749

27,638 		

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year		

37,639	

33,749
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Accounting Policies
For the year ended 31 March 2008

1

Accounting policies

1.1	

Basis of preparation

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with South African Statements of Generally Recognised Accounting
Practices (GRAP). Interpretations of such Statements issued by the Accounting Practices Board, with the prescribed Standards
of Generally Recognised Accounting Practices (GRAP) issued by the Accounting Standards Board replacing the equivalent GAAP
Statement as follows:
Standard of GRAP

Replacement Statement of GAAP

GRAP 1: Presentation of financial statements		

AC101: Presentation of financial statements

GRAP 2: Cash flow statements		

AC118: Cash flow statements

GRAP 3: Accounting policies, changes in accounting

AC103: Accounting policies, changes in

estimates and errors

accounting estimates and errors

The recognition and measurement principles in the above GRAP and GAAP Statement do not differ or result in items 		
presented and disclosed in the financial statements. The implementation of GRAP 1, 2 & 3 has resulted in the following
significant changes in the presentation of the financial statements:

1.1.1 Terminology differences
Standard of GRAP

		

Replacement Statement of GAAP

Statement of financial performance				

Income statement

Statement of financial position				

Balance sheet

Statement of changes in net assets

Statements of changes in equity

		

Net assets					

Equity

Surplus/ deficit for the period 			

Profit/ loss for the period

Accumulated surplus/ deficit

Retained earnings

Contributions from owners
Distributions to owners
Reporting date					

		
		

Share capital
Dividends
Balance sheet date
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1.1.2

The cash flow statement was prepared in accordance with the direct method.

1.1.3

Specific information such as:

(a)

receivables for none exchange transactions, including taxes and transfers;

(b)

taxes and transfers payable

(c)

trade and other payables from none exchange transactions; must be presented separately on the statement of financial
position.

1.1.4

The amount and the nature of any restrictions on cash balances is required to be disclosed.
Paragraph 11- 15 of GRAP 1 has been implemented as the budget reporting standard is in the process of being developed
by the international and local standard setters. Although the inclusion of budget information would enhance the usefulness
of the financial statements, non-disclosure will not affect fair presentation.

1.2

Plant and equipment
All plant and equipment is initially recorded at cost.
Items of plant and equipment are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment losses.
Depreciation is provided on the straight-line basis which, it is estimated, will reduce the carrying value of the assets to their
residual values at the end of their useful lives. Where the carrying value of an asset is greater than its estimated
recoverable amount, it is written down immediately to its recoverable amount.
The major categories of assets are depreciated at the following rates
- Office furniture & fittings

		

-

20% per annum

- Office equipment

-

20% per annum

- Licences and software

-

33.33% per annum

-Computer equipment

-

33.33% per annum

The photo artwork in the offices is not depreciated at all.
The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of an asset is determined as the difference between the sale
proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and is recognised in the income statement.
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1.3

Financial instruments
Recognition
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised on the entity’s balance sheet when the entity becomes a party to
the provisions of the instrument.
Measurement
Financial instruments are initially measured at cost, which includes transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition
these instruments are measured as set out below.
Financial assets
The entity’s principal financial assets are cash, cash equivalents and receivables. Receivables are stated at their normal
value, as reduced by appropriate allowances for estimated irrecoverable amounts.
Trade and other receivables
Trade and other receivables are stated at their nominal value, as reduced by appropriate allowances for estimated 		
irrecoverable amounts.
Cash & cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are measured at fair value.
Financial liabilities
The entity’s principle financial liabilities include trade and other payables and stated at their nominal value.

		

1.4

Revenue recognition					
The Agency is financed from money appropriated by Parliament. Government grants to cover operating expenditure are
accounted for in the income statement in the year to which they relate.
Revenue includes grants from Government Communications Information Systems as well as from the Print Media and the
Broadcast Media which is recognised at fair value when there is reasonable assurance that the conditions attached to
them will be complied with and that the grant will be received. 		
Interest income is recognised as it accrues on a time apportionment basis taking into account its effective yield.		
Grants relating to long-term projects are recorded as deferred income when they become receivable and are then
recognised as income on a systematic basis over the period necessary to match the grants with the related costs which
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they are intended to compensate.
Grants relating to the purchase of plant and equipment are included in current liabilities as deferred income and are 		
recognised as income over the periods and in proportions in which depreciation on the plant and equipment is charged.
Grants relating to projects approved for funding but not yet transferred are accrued in the balance sheet.			
						

1.5

Accounting for leases					
Leases for assets under which all the risks and benefits of ownership are effectively retained by the lessor are classified
as operating leases. Payments made under operating leases are charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis
over the period of the lease.

							

1.6

Cash and cash equivalents					
For the purpose of the cash flow statement, cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and deposits held on call
with banks, net of bank overdrafts, all of which are available for use unless otherwise stated.

							

1.7

Comparatives					
Comparative information has been supplied in the financials.

		

1.8

Taxation					
No provision has been made for income tax as the Agency is exempted in terms of section 10 (1)(cA)(1) of the Income Tax
Act,1962(Act No.58 of 1962) 			

						

1.9

Irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure					
Irregular expenditure means expenditure incurred in contravention of, or not in accordance with, a requirement of any
applicable legislation,i.e. PFMA					
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure means expenditure that was made in vain and would have been avoided had
reasonable care been exercised. 					
All irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure is charged against income in the period in which they are incurred.
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1.10 Provisions					
Provisions are recognised when the entity has a present obligation as a result of a past event and it is probable that this
will result in an outflow of economic benefits that can be estimated reliably.
					

1.11 Retirement benefit cost					
The Agency does not have any retirement benefit costs for its employees as all annual salary packages are calculated
inclusive of all benefits including medical aid , provident fund and annual bonus.
				

1.12 Programme administration costs					
Programme administration costs refer to staff costs under the Programme Unit. They are treated as such and charged to
the grant fund, since they are direct costs associated with activities or services related to the implementation of the grant
fund, as a specific programme / project of the Agency. The decision was taken by the Board meeting held on the 5 March
2007. The effect of the change in accounting policy is as follows:
Comparative figures have been restated to more fairly present the change in accounting policy:		
											

2008

2007

											

R000		

R000

Programme Administrative costs (note 8.1)						

1, 453		

1, 080

Salaries and Wages (note 9)							

1, 513		

1, 488

											

2, 966		

2, 568
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Notes to the Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 march 2008

2

2008														
Property, plant and equipment		
Computer       Licences &          Furniture               Office
         Photo                 Total

						

equipment

software

equipment

artwork

at cost

at cost

R000

R000

R000

R000

53

304	

101

62

563

216

149

495

247

62

1 169

( 173)

( 96)

( 191)

( 146)

-

( 606)

		

137

29

210

15

-

391

Disposals				

-

-

-

-

-

-

( 33)

( 36)

( 107)

( 48)

-

( 224)

Net carrying value at end of period

147

46

407

68

62

730

Costs		

			

353

178

705

262

62

1 560

Less accumulated depreciation		

( 206)

( 132)

( 298)

( 194)

-

( 830)

					

at cost

at cost		

						

R000

R000

43

Net carrying value at beginning of year
Costs				
Less accumulated depreciation		
Additions		

Depreciation charge		

at cost

2007													
Net carrying value at beginning of year

88

99

126

124

49

486

Costs					

197

149

249

227

49

871

Less accumulated depreciation		

( 109)

( 50)

( 123)

( 103)

-

( 385)

Additions		

19

-

246

20

13

298

Disposals		

-

-

-

-

-

-

( 64)

( 46)

( 68)

( 43)

-

( 221)

43

53

304

101

62

563

216

149

495

247

62

1 169

( 173)

( 96)

( 191)

( 146)

-

( 606)

Depreciation charge		
Net carrying value at end of period		
Costs
Less accumulated depreciation		

For all of the above assets a review was done of which there was no apparent indication that any of these assets would
be impaired as of the 31 March 2008. No assets were re-valued as at the Balance Sheet date.				
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2008		

2007

										

R000			

R000

3

Receivables and prepayments											
Deposits paid (water, lights etc.)						

177 			

177

Staff Debtors								

- 			

7

Debtors - Print & Broadcast contributions					

1,200 			

500

1,377 			

684

									

															
4

Cash and cash equivalents											
Cash at bank and on hand						
Cheque a/c							
Petty cash								
Call a/c								

37,640 		

33,750

431 			

2,563

1 			

1

37,208 		

31,186

														
5

Current Assets												
Stock on hand 								

									

- 			

-

- 		

-

														
6

Current Liabilities

											

	6.1 Trade and other payables										
Accrual for Salaries and wages						

- 			

30

Accrual - creditors							

307 			

240

Accrual for provident fund							

23 			

39

330 			

309
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2008			

2007

6.2 Provision for future expenses						

R000			

R000

Provision for leave pay							

73 			

142

73

142

									

6.3 Grants accrued												

*

Opening balance 						

27,231 		

12,364

New grants issued 					

12,850 		

24,144

Grants approved in previous financial year - now written back		

(1,136)		

-

- 		

-

Payments for the year						

(10,650)		

(9,277)

Closing balance 							

28,295 		

27,231

Workshop & Travelling costs						

The Agency issues grants in the following categories:								
-Community media												
-Small commercial												
-Research													

			

6.4 Reconciliation of net cash flows from operating activities      
Surplus / (deficit) for the year				

3,735 		

(8,377)

Non-cash movements												
Grant costs accrued					
Depreciation								

1,063 		
224 			

14,867
221

(Increase) / Decrease in working capital:										
(Increase) / Decrease in receivables			
Increase / (Decrease) in payables					
Increase / (Decrease) in provision for leave pay				
(Increase) / Decrease in stock						
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2008			

2007

										

R000			

R000

6(a)

Accumulated surplus/(deficit)

              3,735

    

               7,313

All GCIS funds were spent as at the 31 March 2008. However the Accumulated surplus represents the funds still to be
disbursed from Print and Broadcast Partners. Their funding is receivable mid-year, i.e. July in respect of Print partners and
November in respect of Broadcast partners.										
The Accumulated surplus also includes reserves not disbursed as at 31 March but committed in respect of the Print and
Broadcast partners since their funding is receivable mid-year. 							
										

2008			

2007

										

R000		

R000

7

Revenue										
Grants received - Print & Broadcast				

10,100 		

10,100

Grants received - GCIS					

11,991 		

9,120

1,136 		

-

Other Income - Grants written back					
Other Income 					

41 			

						

23,268 		

567
19,787

											
8

Grant costs										
Grants approved 					

		

- Funding GCIS Funds 					
- Print and Broadcast					
						

9,638

8,971

3,212 		

15,173

				

- 		

-

Programme Administration costs					
Low interest loans study					
Workshop & Travelling Costs					

			

24,144

		

Project Tracking System					
8.1	

12,850

						

		

47 			
1,453 		
- 			

76
1,080
34

271 		

253

14,621 		

25,511
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2008			

2007

										

R000			

R000

9

Costs										
Administrative					

			

Administration costs				
Audit fees				

3,104

2,930

1,643

		

			

485

401

- External Audit Fees				

		

254

203

- Internal Audit Fees				

		

231

198

			

267

212

				

94

91

		

173

112

				

-

3

- Administration				

			

-

6

Lease costs				

			

603

429

- Building				

			

603

429

- Computers				

		

-

-

157

389

Board costs				
- Fees				
- Travel and subsistence				
-Training				

Professional services				
- consulting costs				

			

-

201

- legal costs				

			

98

46

		

59

142

9

30

- management services				
Contingency costs				
Personnel Cost					

			

Salaries and wages				

		

SARS				

				

- PAYE				

2,321 		

2,011

1,513

1,488

808 		

523

			

746

478

- UIF				

				

29

- SDL				

				

33

Depreciation					
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2008			

2007

										

R000			

R000

137 			

19

10

Acquisition of fixed assets
Computer equipment					

		

Licences & software					
Office equipment					

29 		

-

		

15 		

20

		

210 		

246

Furniture & Fittings					
Photo - artwork					
						

		

- 			

				

13

391 		

298

						
11

Operating lease commitments										
The entity as lessee										
At the balance sheet date the entity has outstanding commitments
under non-cancellable operating leases, which is due
as follows:						

Buildings						

Not later than 1 year					

		

639 			

Later than 1 year and not later than 3 years					
Later than 3 years					
						

219 		

		

- 			

				

858 		

352
1,037
	1,389

											
12

Out of court settlement										
Media Development and Diversity Agency reached an out of court 		

70 		

-

settlement in respect of a litigation claim for rental by its previous
landlord Urbsol Props CC. The settlement amount was R70,000.00,
the settlement was recognised & treated as legal expense. There
was sufficient budget for legal costs for the period under review
- July 2007 to pay for this cost.
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13

Financial instruments

	13.1 FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
The MDDA in its course of normal operations has limited exposure to Financial risks, e.g. Liquidity risks and Credit risks
whereas it is not exposed to Market risks (currency, interest rate and other price risks).

However, the MDDA still attempts to manage financial risk through the following risk types:
13.1.1 Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk management involves the maintenance of sufficient cash and cash equivalents, the availability of funding
from adequate banking facilities ranging from call deposits to 30 days facilities.
The MDDA manages liquidity risk according to its finance policy and working capital management, capital expenditure
versus forecasted cash flows. The amount of cash invested in call deposits; 7 days; 14 days and 30 days is guided by the
projected future cash requirements.
13.1.2 Credit risk
The MDDA receives grant funding from the Government through GCIS and contributions from both Broadcasting and 		
Print Media partners, therefore its exposure to credit is minimal. The MDDA manages credit risk by continually engaging
with the partners concerned, e.g. by sending reminders.
13.1.3 Market Risks
The MDDA is not exposed to market risks since it is not involved in foreign exchange transactions, and also not trading in
bonds and/or shares.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2008
											
										

2008			

2007

										

R000		

R000

14

Directors’ Emoluments (Excluding non-executive)									
Executive Management					

1,736 			

1,049

Mr. Lumko Mtimde - CEO		
- Salary					

				

- Bonus and performance payments					
- Other benefits					

		

Sub-total					

			

707 		

465

43 		

37

- 		
750 		

502

											
Mr. Mbuyiseni Jafta - CFO										
- Salary					

				

492

- Bonuses and performance payments					
- Other benefits					

			

Sub-total					

			

185

25 			

22

- 		

-

517 		

207

											
Ms. Jayshree Pather - Projects Director										
- Salary					

				

448 		

- Bonuses and performance payments					

22 			

- Other benefits					

			

-

Sub-total					

			

470 		

316
24
340
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2008			

2007

										

R000			

R000

Senior Managers					

1,017 		

798

Mr. Harry Letsebe - Programme Manager: Community Media								
- Salary					

				

- Bonuses and performance payments					

331 		
17 			

296
18

- Other benefits					

			

- 		

-

Sub-total					

			

348 		

314

											
Mr. Fana Baganeneng - Programme Manager: Small Commercial Media						
- Salary					

				

325 		

296

- Bonuses and performance payments					

- 			

12

- Other benefits					

			

- 		

-

Sub-total					

			

325 		

308

											
Ms. Caroline Thabana - Programme Manager: Research & Training						
- Salary					

				

- Bonuses and performance payments				

124

- Other benefits					

		

Sub-total					
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328 		

161

16 		

15

- 		

-

344 			

176
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20. QUOTES FROM PROJECTS

5th World Summit on Media for Children
72 Keurboom Street, Atholl, 2196, South Africa
Section 21 Company Registration No. 2006/022419/08
Dear Lumko
The 5th World Summit on Media for Children (5WSMC) was promised on the African philosophy of “Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu”simply put ubuntu, meaning ‘I am because you are’- or one owes one’s humanity to other people. The humanity of all our partners,
colleagues, friends and donors resulted in the success that was 5WSMC.
We therefore, take this opportunity to thank the Minister Essop Pahad, the Board of the MDDA and the MDDA staff under you
leadership and guidance for the support both financial and moral that was afforded to us as we planned and finally executed the
5WSMC.
As you know the 5WSMC was a resounding success with over 1800 delegates representing more than 90 countries. The 5WSMC
was unprecedented in many ways. Not only because it was the first time that an African country played host to this global initiative,
but also because the 5WSMC in partnership with MDDA provided the platform for child-participation that started several months
prior to the 5WSMC with pre-summit activities in all nine provinces of South Africa thus ensuring the participation of more than 3000
children at provincial level. These children were involved in the diversity of media workshops that included media literacy, scriptwriting especially on the theme of ‘I am African’, animation, television and radio production- the workshops were facilitated by both
local and international experts allowing the children to really engage with media at a highly sophisticated level.

We thank the MDDA for its commitment to children’s media and for having for the foresight to engage with us on such a memorable
event.
With Best Regards
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I would like to thank MDDA so much for affording me an opportunity to attend a course (Essentials of
Newspaper Management) at Rhodes University.

I acquired a lot of management skills and gained experience in the trade also from other participants. This
in no doubt will help Homeless Talk to re-orient, develop and attain a proffessional business stance.

I wish to be always considered for more of such courses and workshops in future.

Kind regards
Bongani Nxumalo
(HOMELESS TALK COORDINATOR)

The Board of Agenda Feminist Media wishes to express its confidence in the current arrangements and
continuity of our organisation to you. I also wanted your feedback on any further specific requirements
from MDDA to sustaining your current support.

I hope to speak to you tomorrow, failing which, please be assured that I will liaise with you directly once
you receive our letter.

I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for your support. We look
forward to implementing our new strategy, and enhancing our programmes.

Kind regards,
Rene Smith
Chair, Agenda Feminist Media
(m) 082 514 1982
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BOTLOKWA COMMUNITY RADIO STATION
1157 Mphakane Botlokwa Ga-Machaka
Opposite Machaka Satellite Police Station
P.O. Box 1963, Dwarsriver, 0812
Tel/Fax 015 527 0683
Reg NO: 9115 / 741 / 15 / 0

To		

:

		

Mdda
Media Development & Diversity Agency

Att 		

:

Harry Letsebe (Manager: Community Media Programme)

Fax		

:

011 726 3423

Date 		

:

2008 / 01/ 14

Subject		

:

THANK YOU LETTER

Dear Sir

The subject matter refers; Botlokwa Community Radio Station management and board of directors would like to thank the Mdda
Board and management on the project proposal approval. We therefore want to extend our sincere gratitude to the project officer and
Programme manager for your patience and determination in assisting the needy community projects.

Botlokwa Community Radio is committed in ensuring that they become a success not the radio station only, but to the Botlokwa
Community and we are very keen to meet with you during the course of this week at your convenience, however if it suits, we propose
for Thursday 17th 2008 @ 10h00 for further developments as far as the project is concerned.

Your response to the proposed meeting is highly appreciated, and for correspondence feel free to contact Mpho@ 083 306 4121

Yours Sincerely

Mpho Raphahlelo
Station Manager
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21. ACRONYMS
AIP		

Association of Independent Publishers

AIPSA

Association of Independent Publishers of South Africa

COMTASK

Communication Task Group, set up in 1996 by the then Deputy President Thabo Mbeki

CR

Community Radio

DC

District Council

DEAT		

Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism

DoC

Department of Communications

DPSA 		

Department of Public Service Administration

DPLG		

Department of Provincial and Local Government

ECA

Electronic Communications Act of 2005

FinOps

Finance and Operations Committee of the Board

GAAP		

Statement of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice

GRAP		

Statement of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice

GCIS

Government Communication and Information System

GFC

Grant Funding Cycle

IAJ

Institute of the Advancement of Journalism

ICASA

Independent Communications Authority of South Africa

IBA

Independent Broadcasting Authority

IPTV		

Internet Protocol Television

ISSETSETA

Information Systems, Electronics and Telecommunications Technologies Sector Education and Training Authority

LT

Long Term

PFMA		

Public Finance Management Act

MAPPSETA

Media, Advertising, Publishing, Printing and Packaging Sector Education and Training Authority

MNET

Electronic Media Network Limited
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MPCC

Multi Purpose Community Centre (now called Thusong Centres)

MT

Medium Term

MTEF

Medium Term Expenditure Framework

NCMF

National Community Media Forum

NCRF

National Community Radio Forum

NEF

National Empowerment Framework

NEMISA

National Electronic Media Institute of South Africa

NFVF

National Film and Video Foundation

NYC

National Youth Commission

PMSA

Print Media Association of South Africa

PTS

Project Tracking System

PSA

Public Service Announcements

REM & HR

Remuneration and Human Resources Committee of the Board

RDP

Reconstruction and Development Programme

SABC

South African Broadcasting Corporation

SAMAF

South African Micro Finance Apex Fund

SAMDEF

Southern African Media Development Fund based in Gaborone

SMME		

Small, Medium and Micro Enterprise

SEDA

Small Enterprise Development Agency

USAASA

Universal Service and Access Agency of South Africa

UYF

Umsobomvu Youth Fund
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Nature of Business
The Media Development & Diversity Agency
is a statutory development agency for
promoting and ensuring media development
and diversity, set up as a partnership
between the South African Government and
major print and broadcasting companies to
assist in developing community and small
commercial media in South Africa, in terms
of the MDDA Act No 14 of 2002.
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Contact us:
MEDIA DEVELOPMENT AND DIVERSITY AGENGY
15 Sherborne Road, 1st Floor Ristone Office Park (South Block), Parktown
P.O Box 42846, Fordsburg, 2033
Tel: +27 11 726 3336, Fax: +27 11 726 5087
info@mdda.org.za, website: www.mdda.org.za
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